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Qpreface*

The texts published in the present volume belong

to a period of Babylonian history of which little is

definitely known. Our information concerning this

period was, until recently, derived solely from a limited

number of votive and historical texts, but during

recent years, thanks to the important finds which have

been made in Southern Babylonia, a considerable

number of letters and legal and commercial docu-

ments have been recovered ; from these it is now

possible to obtain a more accurate view of the internal

condition of the Babylonian empire at this very remote

period.

However important legal and commercial documents

may be to the student, they must always lack the

general interest which attaches to the historical texts

and to the epistolary compositions which refer to his-

torical events. Hitherto only five letters written by

kings of the First Dynasty of Babylon have been
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published. Of these three are preserved at Constan-

tinople, one in the Louvre, and one in the British

Museum. Quite recently the attention of the learned

world was drawn to the consideration of the contents

of these letters and, in common with other students,

I began to investigate the sources of the history of

this period. The result of my own investigations has

been the identification of fifty-two unpublished letters

and despatches of some of the earliest known Semitic

kings of Babylonia; all these are in the British

Museum.

The object of the present work is to give the texts

of this group of the oldest Babylonian despatches

now known, together with transliterations in English

characters, translations where possible, and summaries

of the contents, etc. When we remember that these

despatches were written five hundred years before

the letters found at Tell el-Amarna, and at least two

thousand years before the birth of Christ, their general

importance is incontestable. Specifically they are

important in that they form a set of compositions

which are of the greatest use for making linguistic,

grammatical, historical and other comparisons, not

only with the letters from Tell el-Amarna, but with

those that were written during the subsequent periods

of the later Assyrian and Babylonian empires. More-

over they reveal the machinery by which the early

Babylonian kings ruled the various provinces of their

empire, and much* of the administrative details con-
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cerning the movements of troops, the food supply of

the capital, and the administration of justice.

The text of the letters and despatches, and of the

historical inscriptions of the period which I have

added, have occupied more space than was originally-

contemplated. It has therefore been decided to give

the translation and the necessary notes upon grammar

and history in a second volume, which it is hoped

will appear early next year.

It will be remembered that during the last two or

three years an attempt has been made to identify the

names of Chedorlaomer, Tidal and Arioch, whose

deeds are recorded in the xivth chapter of Genesis, on

two or three fragments of Babylonian tablets which

are not older than the fourth century before Christ.

From the very beginning the attempt was, in my
opinion, doomed to failure, for various reasons, which

I have stated in the Introduction (see pp. xlix ff.).

The proposed identification seemed to receive further

support from the publication of a letter of Hammurabi

by the Rev. Father Scheil in October, 1896. This

scholar declared that he had found the name

Chedorlaomer written syllabically in characters, the

readings of which were not only certain, but obvious.

In the course of my official work I found a number

of similar letters of Hammurabi, and a careful

examination of them led me to doubt the accuracy

of Father Scheil's pubhshed copies; for the group

of signs which he read as " the day of the defeat
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of Chedorlaomer," I suspected, from certain passages

in other letters, that we should read "the troops

under the command of Inuhsamar," an officer in

the service of Hammurabi, whom I already knew from

Brit. Mus. No. I5,34j8. I next asked Dr. Wallis

Budge if it would be possible for him to obtain

for me a photograph of the Constantinople tablet,

and as a result of his application to his friend

O. Hamdi Bey, Director of the Imperial Ottoman

Museum at Constantinople, I received through him

excellent photographs of the tablet which Father

Scheil had published. A comparison of these with the

Brit. Mus. tablets Nos. 12,816; 12,863; 1 5.34^ 5 and

23,159, confirmed my doubts as to the accuracy of

Father Scheil's readings, and it was at once clear

to me that the identification of the name of .Chedor-

laomer was based on a misreading of the text by

him. It followed as a matter of course that the

theories based upon this identificatiofi' -fell - to the

ground, and that the evidence brought forward by

Father Scheil, Prof. Hommel and others had, in fact,

no foundation.

I have neither the wish nor the necessary knowledge

to discuss the questions connected with the historical

character of the Pentateuch, and I have no desire to

appear as a follower of the "higher criticism." In the

interests of truth, and in view of the importance

attached to the letter which Father Scheil published,

I have, however, thought it right to give in the
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Introduction to the present volume a new translatioi

of the tablet, and an explanation of the circumstance;

under which it was written.

My thanks are due to O. Hamdi Bey, Director o:

the Imperial Ottoman Museum, for the photograph;

of the Constantinople tablet ; to M. Ldon Heuzey foi

his kindness in allowing me to copy the inscriptions o

Hammurabi in the Louvre ; and to Dr. Wallis Budge

for his help during the progress of the work.

L. W. KING.

London, October 12th, 1898.
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3nttobuc^ton.

Hammurabi,
]f{< J^^ »^ ^^ff t^, king of Babylon, The period

whose despatches and inscriptions form the principal raw, '"fciTg

contents of the present volume, was one of the earliest
°' ^'''''°°"

and one of the greatest rulers of his country. Before

his reign the Semites in Babylonia, though they had

gained a foothold in many cities throughout the

land, had not succeeded in founding a permanent

empire. That Sargon I., j^^ >fl^-<4 ^^> who
reigned as early as 3800 B.C., had extended his

influence throughout, and even beyond, the limits of

Babylonia, may be inferred from his own inscriptions

and the legends which afterwards gathered round

his name. It has been suggested recently that

Lugalzaggisi, j^^ £^ '']]-A ^TT» was a Semite ; but

whether he was or not, he certainly founded an

extensive kingdom in Western Asia before the time

of Sargon. But neither Sargon nor Lugalzaggisi

succeeded in absorbing their opponents, and both

Gishban, tf <^r <^, and Agade, T? ^^W J=^-T <M,
the capital cities of their empires, soon sank into com-

parative obscurity. It was not until about 2200 b.c.

that a united Semitic kingdom was founded by

Hammurabi, who made Babylon his capital ; his

B
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letters, now published for the first time, throw

considerable light on the means he employed in

consolidating his empire.

The histori- Xhe letters and despatches of important royal and
cal value of

,
- 11'

oMBaby- official pcrsonagcs serve to supplement and explam

letos and thc bald facts concerning this early period of Baby-
despatches. iQ^jan history that can be gathered from formal

records and monumental inscriptions. In them we

see the facts of history in the making. These letters

of Hammurabi, addressed by a king to his vassal or

subordinate officer, were composed with no intention

of instructing posterity, but were despatched to carry

commands or supply information at the moment ; and

they thus, to a greater or less extent, served in

themselves to mould the course of history^ It is

frequently difficult to realize the circumstances under

which such letters and despatches were written, but

where the circumstances can be explained their value

as evidence is both unimpeachable and unique. The
letters of private persons, written at the time of the

First Dynasty of Babylon, are often hard to under-

stand, but, in so far as they are capable of explanation,

they give a contemporary picture of the social life of

the period.

Up to the present time but few Old Babylonian

letters have been published. Until within recent

years few inscriptions of any kind belonging to this

early period had been recovered from Babylonia, and
those that were known belonged to the class of

commercial documents to which the term " contract

"

is usually applied. It is true that as early as the year

1854, William Kennett Loftus, while conducting ex-

cavations in Southern Babylonia, unearthed at Tell
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§'fr'
Ju> ,\j' ^ small though fine collection of Old Tte «u-ifest

J U^ o
"find" of

Babylonian "case-tablets."' These were examined at '^,"^='°'"'=

the time by the late Sir Henry C. Rawlinson, K.C.B., -"ty.

who recognized their date and the general nature of

their contents. The dates upon sixty-nine of them
were published in the fourth volume of Inscriptions

from Western Asia,' but, in spite of their unique

importance, the texts themselves remained for nearly

thirty years unstudied. Their publication by Dr.

Strassmaier in the Transactions of the Fifth Oriental

Congress^ at Berlin, may be regarded as the first

important step in our knowledge of the social and
economic conditions of the country during the period

of the First Dynasty of Babylon. His paper ex-

hausted the inscriptions of the period that were then

known, and it was not till some years later that fresh

material was brought to Europe.

' See Loftus, Travels and Researches in Chaldcea and Susiana

(London, 1857), Chap. XXI., pp. 263 ff. The tablets found by
Loftus are for the most part in excellent preservation, which is

accounted for by the fact that he found them in the record-

chamber where they had originally been stored. They were

arranged carefully in piles, supported by bricks, and covered

with reed-matting. The tablets, after being inscribed and baked,

had been surrounded with an envelope of unbaked clay, on which

the contract was inscribed in duplicate ; hence their usual designa-

tion, " case-tablets."

° IV R, pi. 36 f. These dates had been previously discussed

by George Smith in the Trans, of the Soc. of Bibl. Arch., Vol. I.,

PP- 53 ff-

^ See Abhandlungen des fiinften internationalen orkntalisten-

Congresses (Berlin, 1881), Erste Halfte, pp. 315 ff- The tablets

are preserved in the British Museum, and, with the fragments

belonging to the same collection, are numbered Brit. Mus.,

Nos. 33,iS8-33>327-

B 2
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Babylonian

tablets.

The Badge In the year 1888 Dr. Wallis Budge, who was sent

of Old to Babylonia on official business by the Trustees of

the British Museum, acquired for them a collection

of about 800 tablets, the majority being contracts

belonging to this early period.' Three years later,

in 1 89 1, when engaged on a further mission in

Babylonia, Dr. Budge procured a collection of about

2,000 tablets belonging to the same period. These

two collections were, with the exception of those

found at Tell Sifr, almost the first of their class to

be brought to Europe,'' and they still form the largest

and most important set of documents of this early

period that have yet been obtained. The collection

of tablets purchased by the Berlin Museum about

1889 belongs to the same "find." Other tablets of

this period are preserved in Constantinople, and some

have been purchased in America.^

' Dr. Budge described the collection in the Z£itschrift filr

Assyriologie, Vol. III. (1S88), pp. 211 ff., and also published a

few of the tablets as specimens. He referred to the novel way

in which many of the tablets were sealed, remarking that the

seals "were impressed on a three-sided clay cone, in the top of

which a piece of reed was inserted; the other end of the reed

was stuck into the clay tablet, and thus the seal hung from the

document in much the same way that seals hang from ancient

charters." See also Pognon's, paper Dicouverte de contrats de

npoque de la premilre dynastie de Babylone in the Journal asiatique,

8me sdr., Vol. XI. (1888), pp. 543 ff.

° Before this time, in 1881 and the following years, a few similar

tablets were brought to the British Museum with collections of

tablets of the Neo-Babylonian Empire.

2 See Prof. ,R. F. Harper's papers in Hebraica, Vol. V., No. r

(Oct., 1888), p. 76 f., and Vol. VI., No. i (Oct., 1889), p. 52 f., in

which he describes two collections of tablets purchased for the

University of Pennsylvania.
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As by far the greater number of the tablets In these

collections are contracts, it is natural that they should

have been the first to receive attention. Moreover

the frequent repetitions of the set formulae which they

contain offered a sure base for their classification.

Dr. Meissner's Beitrage zum altbabylonischen Privat-

recht, which appeared in 1893, made a still further

advance on Dr. Strassmaier's pi'evious publication,

and now that the British Museum collections are

being systematically published by the Trustees in

Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets, etc., m the

British Museum (printed by order of the Trustees,

1896, etc.), our knowledge of old Babylonian law will

soon be considerable.

In addition to the commercial and legal documents

which have been referred to, the collections of Old

Babylonian tablets contain a number of letters and Previous
^

, 1 11
publications

despatches which for some time attracted small atten-ofow

tion. It was not until after the discovery of the Tell frturi™""'

el-Amarna letters that an attempt was made to find

among the Old Babylonian collections any epistolary

documents of a similar nature. In 1889, however.

Dr. Winckler announced that in the collection of

tablets at Berlin were five letters of the period of the

First Dynasty of Babylon.' He further pointed out

that the formula employed at the beginning of these

letters differed from those met with in letters of the

later Assyrian and Neo- Babylonian periods, but was

identical with the formula found in the letters from

Tell el-Amarna. Dr. Winckler did not publish these

Untersuchungen zur altorientalischen Geschichte (Leipzig, 1889),

p. 133. The tablets are numbered V.A. Th. 574-578.
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Previous tablcts, but 111 1 89 3 Dr. Meissner, in the Beitrdge zur
publications . j . -^ ^ ^^ .. .

ofoid AssyrioCogze, Vol. 11., No. 3, pp. 557 if., gave the text

fettCTl""'"" with translations of four of the letters at Berlin.' In

1894 the Turkish Government made excavations at

Abu Habbah, and among the tablets that were brought

thence to Constantinople were a number of Old Baby-

lonian letters, two of which were published by Father

Scheil in the Recueil de travaux, Vol. XVI. {1894),

p. 189 f° Some two years later the same scholar

published three more letters^ from the collections at

' Dr. Meissner published two of the letters mentioned by Dr.

Winckler (V.A. Th. 574 and S7S), and two others numbered

V.A. Th. 793 and 809. The writers of these letters and their

correspondents were all private persons. V.A. Th. 809 is" a letter

written by Adaiatim to Ili-iSmeani, complaining that his order for

some special qualities of silver has not been carried out correctly,

and stating that he is returning the silver that was sent him. V.A.

Th. 574 was written by Menna to the lady Akatia, asking her to

send him certain garments, rings, etc., and ofTering to send her his

steward (?) if she wants him. V.A. Th. 575 is a letter from Sulmu-

amnu (?) to Mar-TStar, complaining that certain slaves of the Subaru

have not been sent, though he has paid for them, nor has the

purchase money been returned. The fourth letter, V.A. Th. 793,

was written by Astamar-Rammanu to Amelim-sa-Marduk-uballatusu,

but the subject matter of the letter is not very clear.

' The letters published by Father Scheil give an interesting

glimpse of the domestic side of Old Babylonian life. One was

written by an official stationed at Dur-Sin, to his father, to say that

he cannot procure food where he is now living. He therefore sends

one-third of a shekel by the messenger who bears the letter, with

the request that his father should buy him some good fish and
other provisions. The other letter is from Gimil-Marduk to a lady

named Bibeia, stating that he is in Babylon and is anxiously

awaiting news that she has set out to come to him. Father

Scheil describes it as " de nature toute sentimentale.''

^ Recueil de travaux. Vol XIX., p. 40 if.
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Constantinople, and one in the Louvre was published p«vious

this year by M. Thureau Danjin ;' these were letters of ou

of Hammurabi, and will be referred to later.'' From i^ture!'""'

the collections in the British Museum, one royal letter

of this period and some private Babylonian letters

have been published.^

From the above brief sketch it will be seen that

the study of the letters of the Old Babylonian period

is still in its infancy. Up to the present time the

• Jievue d'Assyriologie, Vol. IV., No. III., Plate XXXI., No. S4.

° See below pp. xxvii and lxii. It may also be added that two

tablets of the Kuyunjik Collection, K. 3045 and K. 2641, are in-

scribed with late Assyrian copies of letters written by two early

Babylonian and Assyrian kings. K. 3045 is a fragment of a copy of

a letter written by Ramman-sum-nasir, king of Babylon, to Asur-

narara and Nabudaian, kings of Assyria. This letter was published

in III R., Plate 4, No. 5 ; for other references, see Bezold, Catalogue,

p. 499. K. 2641 is a fragment of a letter written by a king of

Assyria to his father, the king of Babylon. Both of the names are

broken, but as the usual " official note " of ASurbanipal's librarian

was scratched upon the reverse, George Smith concluded that the

letter was written by Asurbanipal to his father Esarhaddon, and, on

this supposition, published it in his History ofAssurbanipal, p. 12 f.

From the use of the Old Babylonian letter-formula, however, it is

clearly a late copy of a letter written by an early though unknown

Assyrian king to his father, the king of Babylon (see Winckler,

Untersuchungen, p. 133 f-)-

3 Their registration-numbers are Bu. 88-5-12, 184, 200, 207, 212,

278, 323, 329, 342, 581, 607, 621, 638; Bu. 91-S-9, 290, 294, 315,

325, 354, 370. 383, 413; 468, 534, S8S> 587, 790. 1154, 2185, 2187,

2197 (see Cuneiform Texts, 1886-1888). Of these one is a letter

of Ammiditana, king of Babylon, and it is republished in the

present volume. The list here given does not include such tablets

as Bu. 88-S-12, s, 19, 505, 568, 602; Bu. 91-S-9, 418, 604, and

57gA, which consist of communications and documents of an

epistolary nature where the regular letter-formula is not employed.
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texts of some forty letters in all have been published,

of which only five are royal letters, the remainder

having been written by private persons and ofificials.

In Part I. of the present volume are collected fifty-
The contents «, .^^- pi . ,..
ofthepresent SIX Ictters ; hfty-iour of these were written by kmgs
volume, ^j- j.]^g pjj.gj Dynasty of Babylon. The letters include

a series of forty-six despatches sent by Hammurabi

to Sinidinnam, of which forty-four are here published

for the first time ; one letter of Samsuiluna, five of

Ammizaduga, and two of Ammiditana, which, with

one exception, have not previously been published
;

one of Sinidinnam, who is probably to be identified

with Hammurabi's correspondent ; and one letter

written to Afeatim, the wife of Sinidinnam, who is

therein described as Governor of Martu,^ or the

"Western Land." In Part II. are given the his-

torical and votive inscriptions of Hammurabi. Since

Menant's Inscriptions de Hammourabi, roi de Babylone

(Paris, 1863), some important historical inscriptions

of Hammurabi have been discovered, though in two

cases the actual text has not hitherto been published.''

' If this Sinidinnam is to be identified with the king of Larsam,

the fact that he is described as Gai Martu, "Governor oi Martu"
might be cited in favour of the suggestion that Martu in the phrase

Adda Martu (and here in the phrase Gal Martu) is merely a

synonym. of Yamutbal {cf. Tiele, Babylonisch-Assyrische Geschichte,

p. 124). Sinidinnam, however, was a common name at this period,

and it would be rash to assert positively that every high official or

ruler of this name is identical with the king of Larsam. Men bear-

ing the name Sinidinnam, held high office, for instance, under
Hamniurabi's successors, Samsuiluna and Abe§u'.

' The inscription on the broken statue of Hammurabi, of which
Amiaud published a Neo-Assyrian transcript and a facsimile of part

of the fourth column, is here published in full. The text of Rimut-
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These are here g-iven tog-ether with Hammurabi's The con.

11. . , f . . . . T-T r tentsot'

Other historical and votive inscriptions. For references present

to previous publications the reader is referred to the

List ofLetiers andInscriptions wh\c\\ follows the Intro-

duction. In an Appendix are given three inscriptions

referring to yammurabi, an unpublished inscription

of Ammizaduga, and an unpublished inscription of

Marduk-sapik-zerim, king of Babylon about iioo B.C.,

from a Neo- Babylonian copy made in the fifteenth

year of Kandalanu, i.e., in 633 B.C.

There are not wanting signs that the general

interest in the letters of the Old Babylonian period

has been growing. Most of the letters hitherto

published represent private correspondence, but they

throw considerable light on the social and commercial

conditions of the period ; they also add a number of

new forms to the grammar and new words to the

lexicon. At first the interest in them was, from the

nature of the case, confined chiefly to students of

Babylonian literature, and it is probable that outside

this comparatively narrow circle little notice would

have been taken of tablets of this class, had not

Father Scheil announced a sensational discovery.

One of the tablets which he examined in the Imperial

Gula's copy of an inscription of Hammurabi, of which Jensen has

published a translation, is here given for the first time. Of the

Sumerian cylinder-inscription of Hammurabi I have found two

additional duplicates, and of the Semitic cylinder-inscription four

additional duplicates; all the ten cylinders have been thoroughly

cleaned and a complete list of variant forms of characters is now

given. Since the plates have been lithographed, I have been

enabled, through the kindness of M. Leon Heuzey, to collate the

two votive inscriptions of Hammurabi in the Louvre ; these will be

included in the second volume.
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The dis- Ottoman Museum at Constantinople was a letter

Chrfor- written by Hammurabi to Sinidinnam, and, according

naTe^'in a tO Father Scheil's interpretation, it contained a mention
letter of q£ Qhedorlaomer ; this document was at once re-
gamma- '

rabi. garded by him as a remarkable confirmation of the

historical character of the fourteenth chapter of

Genesis. Hammurabi's letter has been used as a

weapon by certain opponents of the critical school of

Old Testament exegesis, and has been much dis-

cussed. My own interpretation of the letter, the

text of which is published in the present volume,

differs considerably from that of Father Scheil ; and,

although I reserve the translation and discussion of

the texts for the second volume, it may be well to

give some account of it here.
""

Father Father Scheil's discovery was first published in

licationof the. Revue Bibligue, Vol. V. (October, 1896), p. 600 f,

covert?' in a paper entitled " Chedorlahomer dans les inscrip-

tions Chalddennes "
; here he gave a transliteration and

translation of the document, identifying Sinidinnam,

to whom it was addressed, with the well-known king

of Larsam. According to Father Scheil's translation

of this letter, Hammurabi gave to Sinidinnam, " as

"a reward for his valour in the day of the defeat of

" Chedorlaomer," some figures of Elamite goddesses,

which formed part of the spoil captured by the

Babylonians from the Elamites. In Gen. xiv., i-ii,

Chedorlaomer is described as a king of Elam, who
for twelve years had held sway in Canaan. In the

thirteenth year the kings who were subject to him

rebelled, but in the fourteenth year Chedorlaomer,

with the help of his allies, succeeded in defeating

them. Amraphel, king of Shinar, is mentioned in
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Genesis as one of Chedorlaomer's allies, and as,

according to Father Scheil, Chedorlaomer would be

Hammurabi's contemporary, the identification of

Amraphel with Hammurabi, which had been already-

suggested, would be confirmed. It is true that in

Genesis Amraphel is Chedorlaomer's ally, while

Hammurabi in his letter, according to Father Scheil,

is Chedorlaomer's foe, but the inconsistency is capable

of explanation, yammurabi is already known, from

the date on a Babylonian contract,' to have succeeded

in defeating the Elamites in the course of his reign,

and this fact would not be inconsistent with his having

been Chedorlaomer's ally during the earlier part of

his reign, to which period the narrative in Gen. xiv.

wouldj on this assumption, be referred. This letter

of yammurabi, therefore, if correctly published by

Father Scheil, would, by the mere mention of

Chedorlaomer's name, give a very remarkable con-

firmation of the historical character of the events

narrated in Gen. xiv., i-ii.

Some few months after his first paper in the Revue Father

Biblique, Father Scheil republished yammurabi's ^^^l
letter, together with two others, in the Recueil de^'-^-

travaux. Vol. XIX., pp. 40 fif, in a paper entitled

" Correspondence de Hammurabi, roi de Babylone,

avec Sinidinnam, roi de Larsa, ou il est question de

Codorlahomer "
; here he repeated in a more technical

form the substance of his earlier paper. His views

were adopted in certain quarters, and especially by

' Brit. Mus., No. 33221 (= B. 64). See Jensen in Schrader's

KeilinschriftUche Bibliotheky Vol. III., Part I., p. 126 f.
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Acceptance Prof. Hommel,' who accepted unconditionally Father

scheii's dis- Scheil's reading of the signs which he considered

p^dTnlm- to represent the name Chedorlaomer. He says

mei and (^Ancietit Hcb. Trad., p. 44), " In conclusion, Scheil

" has recently discovered among the early Babylonian

" documents a letter from Khammurabi to a certain

" Sin-idinam of Yamutbal, in which mention is made
" of the overthrow of Kudur-Lagamar." He further

bases several of his theories upon it. Thus on p. 173

of his work he speaks of Father Scheil's " sensational

discovery," and gives a fresh translation of the letter

(p. 177 f.), which does not differ essentially from that

of Father Scheil. He then discusses at some length

the circumstances under which it was written and

the inferences that may be drawn from it. ~"Mr.

T. G. Pinches has made Father Scheil's "discovery"

support some of his own views on the subject of

Chedorlaomer, and has republished the letter.' It

has also been reprinted in the Proceedings of the

Society of Biblical Archceology?

The value We have before admitted that if the name Chedor-

scheii's laomer occurs on the tablet published by Father
discovery."

g^j^gi]^ j-jjg documcnt may be considered a most

important witness to the historical accuracy of

Gen. xiv., i-ii ; but if the name does not occur

' In his work Die altisraelitische tlberlieferung in inschriftlicher

Beleuchtung (1897), which has been translated by the S.P.C.K.

under the title, The Ancient Hebrew Tradition as illustrated by the

Monuments : a protest against the modern school of Old Testament

criticism.

" Journal of the Transactions of the Victoria Institute, Vol. XXIX.

(1897), pp. 69-72.

P.S.B.A., Vol. XX. (1898), p. 150 f.
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Scheil.

FATHER SCHEIL S TEXT. XXIX

on it, then the tablet is worthless for purposes of

confirmation of the Old Testament narrative, and

every argument based upon it falls to the ground.

I have now to state that Father Scheil has misread

and misunderstood the signs which he considers to

represent the name of Chedorlaomer, and that as a

matter of fact the name of Chedorlaomer occurs

neither on this tablet nor on any other of the same

class that has yet been studied.

The following is the text of the tablet as published

by Father Scheil' :

—

TI ^T -Sryil -i:TT t£ <T< -T<Ti<5-
The text of

I' ' >^l*V II »- .— I 1-^
the tablet as

<]gj i::^t] £T
published by

JCTTT £T }V J^ >^ mi ^ ET

s S^T -£^ ^T< -m

m^ ett 5=i<j ^£t t] -& t^^i

10 ^? J:^ im ^- *r £T

T? ^T .IT ^T^ -<1< <T- -^T

s^ "iTT tl<I -£^ >^

In order to indicate clearly the signs on the tablet

that have been misread, we must print the translitera-

tions and translations of the tablet that have been

proposed by Father Scheil and Prof Hommel. Prof.

' Hec. de trav., XIX., p. 40 f.
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Hommers
translitera'

tions

compared.

Hommers rendering differs in some points from that

of Father Scheil, so that for purposes of comparison

their versions are here printed together.'

Father It will be noted that the two transliterations of the

and Prof, tablet that are given, on the opposite page are almost

identical. Prof Hommel takes the four signs in 1. 5

as one word in place of the two words of Father

Scheil, and in 1. . 8 he selects the second of Father

Scheil's alternative readings ; with these two ex-

ceptions the transliterations tally. Mainly by a

different punctuation, however. Prof Hommel pro-

duces a different translation. Instead of breaking

the letter up into two halves with a full stop at the

end of 1. 7, he makes the whole letter into one rather

unwieldy sentence, in which 11. 6 and 7 form a

parenthesis. These differences may be seen on

p. XXXII., where the translations are quoted.

' The different systems of transliteration employed by Father

Scheil and Prof. Hommel are here assimilated. Where the transla-

tions given by Father Schiel differ from each other, that in the Recueil

de fravaux, as being the more recent, has been followed. His actual

translations are as follows :—(i) Rev. BibL, V., p. 601, "A Sin-idin-

" nam soit dit de Hammurabi : Les dresses du pays d'Emutbalim, je

" te les ai donn^es comma prix de ta vaillance, au jour de la ddfaite

" de Kodorlahomor. Puisque le dieu ton Crdateur s'en offense, avec
" les troupes qui sont sous ta main, d^truis leurs gens, et que les

"dresses restent sauves dans, leur sanctuaire.'' (2) Rec. de trav.,

XIX., p. 41, " A Sin-idinnam Hammurabi : je te donne les dresses
" du pays d'Emutbahm comme prix de ta vaillance, au jour de (la

" ddfaite de) Kudurlagamar. Si elles se courroucent contre toi

"

[or, as suggested in a footnote, possibly, " si ton dieu cr&teur s'en

" offense "], " avec les troupes dont tu disposes, extermine leurs

"gens, et qu'on remette sauves les dresses dans leur (ancienne)

" demeure ! " Prof Hommel's translation is taken from Anc. Hebr.

Trad., p. 177 f
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Father Scheil.

a - na Sin i - din - nam
qi bi - ma
um. - ma Ha am mu - ra - bi ma
i • la - a - tim sa E - mu - ut - ba - Um

S id li ti - ka

•ilm - {uin) sa Ku - dur - nu - uh - ga - m.ar

u - sa al - la ma - aq - qu

iz - za - an - pa - ni - iq - qu

_or iz - za ilu ba - ni - iq - qu

i - na sab im sa ga - ti - ka

10 sab - am lu pu ut - ma
i - la a - tim

a na su - ub ti - si - na

li sa al li mu

nu - ma i

Father

Scheil's anil

Prof. Hom-
mel's traus'

literations

compared.

Prof. Hommel.

a na Sin i din - nam
ki - bi ma
um. ma Ha am - mu - ra bi - ma
i - la - a - tim sa E - mu - ut - ba Um,

5 it li - ti - ka

^m {-um) sa Ku - dur - nu - uh- ga - mar
u - sa - al - la ma - ak - ku

iz - za ila ba - ni - ik - kut - nu - ma

i - na sab - im

lo sab - am
i - la -

a na su

li sa -

sa ga - ti ka

lu - pu - ut - ma
a - tim

- ub - ti - si - na

al li - mu
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Father Scheil.

Father Xo Sin-idinnam
ScheU's

and Prof. fj-Qni Hammurabi

:

Hommel's

translations jjig goddcsses of the land of Emutbalim,
compared.

5 as a reward for thy valour

on the day of (the defeat of) Kudurlagamar,

I give to thee.

If they become angered with thee,

[or If the god, thy creator, is angered thereat,]

with the troops at thy command
10 destroy their people

and the goddesses

let them restore in safety to their (former) dwelling

!

Prof. Hommel.

To Sin-idinam

give the following order

from Khammurabi

:

the goddesses of Emutbal,

5 thy mistresses,

on the day in which Kudur-luggamar

shall allow thee to return scatheless,

when they (the goddesses) are angry with the god,

thy creator,

with the warriors which are in thy hand
10 destroy thou the warriors (of the enemy),

and they (the warriors) shall then the goddesses

bring back to their abode again scatheless.
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The principal differences in the two translations will Father

be found in four lines (5-8). According to Father prtf'Hom-

Scheil, Hammurabi is writing to Sinidinnam, the
^^'^''^^J^j

well known king of Larsam, whom he has restored "' '="="•

to his throne after defeating Chedorlaomer and the

Elamites. As a reward for Sinidinnam's valour in

the fight, he has bestowed on him the figures of some

Elamite goddesses which have been captured in the

battle. In the event of the goddesses being angry

with their captor, Sinidinnam is warned by Ham-
murabi to restore them to their shrines after taking

his vengeance on the Elamites. According to Prof.

Hommel, the Sinidinnam of the letter was the grand-

son of the famous king of Larsam, and had been

captured and held a prisoner by the Elamites for

many years. Hammurabi has now defeated Chedor-

laomer, and has forced him to release Sinidinnam, to

whom he at once sends the letter under discussion.

The goddesses therein mentioned. Prof Hommel
thinks, are Babylonian goddesses which had pre-

viously been carried as spoil to Elam and were

angry with Sinidinnam's patron deity, the god

Shamash of Larsam, for having permitted their

captivity. Hammurabi therefore writes to him

the moment he is free, telling him that he must

secure their return to Babylonia, employing force

if necessary. In spite of the differences in these

two interpretations, their authors agree in holding

that Chedorlaomer's name occurs on the tablet, and

is mentioned in such a way as to imply that he

is a powerful king of Elam, and the contemporary

of Hammurabi.

Chedorlaomer's name is made to occur in the sixth

c
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line of the letter, which both scholars transliterate

as follows :

—

ilm i^uni) sa Ku-dur-nu - uh ~ ga - mar

Father Scheil's suggested rendering of the phrase

as "the day of Chedorlaomer," in the sense of "the

day of the defeat of Chedorlaomer," would be a most

unusual form of expression in Assyrian. Prof. Hommel
justly claims that his rendering, " on the day in which

Chedorlaomer," is grammatically more correct, though

it necessitates his making lines 6 and 7 parenthetical.

As a matter of fact, this difficult expression does not

occur upon the tablet, but is due to a misreading

of the text by Father Scheil. I was first Jed to

Suggested doubt the reading of the name Chedorlaomer by

of the text! the fact that it necessitated the rendering of '^f as

the relative, a use for which this sign is rarely, if

ever, employed at the time of the First Dynasty.

In inscriptions of this period the relative sa is

expressed by the sign "gfl, and it is only at a later

period that the two signs are employed indiscriminately

for the relative. In Old Babylonian inscriptions,

however. If is met with in ideograms, and in letters

of this period its most frequent use is in the ideogram

V ^. It appeared therefore more than probable that

the sign which Father Scheil read as M, Ku, the

first syllable of the name Chedorlaomer, was really ^,
the second half of the ideogram '^ Jf. Other dififa-

culties in the letter disappeared at once, if slight

alterations were made in Father Scheil's copy of the

text. Thus by substituting ^f| for S^f (1. 5) and
•*]? for ^\ (1, 6) the difficult expressions, on which
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Father Scheil and Prof. Hommel had expended their

ingenuity, at once became simple. Now on the tablet,

Brit. Mus., No. 15,348,' I had already found the name
Inuhsamar (f t^ *^ ^\^A 4w 5=TF. I-nu-uh-sa-mar) as

that of an official or high officer. It then occurred to

me that Father Scheil had on the tablet at Constan-

tinople mistaken this name for that of Chedorlaomer,

misreading tg as t^ and ^ as tfyf^. By making
these corrections we could read 11. 5 and 6 as (5) sa

li-ti-ka (6) sabumiuni) busu Inuhsamar.

It now remained to see if Father Schiel had or

had not misread these signs. Soon after, Dr. Wallis

Budge procured photographs of the tablet at Con-

stantinople from O. Hamdi Bey, the Director of the Evidence of

Imperial Ottoman Museum, and there remained no graph.*"
°

°'

doubt that the lines were to be read as I had

imagined. It is easy to see from the photograph

of the obverse how the misreading of^ as x^^ came

about ; the surface of the tablet at the end of the

sign appears to have been scratched by some sharp

instrument, accidentally or otherwise. This photo-

graph has also cleared up the only other obscure

passage in the letter by proving that in 1. 8 we should

read Jgf for -^f.

With these emendations the letter at Constantinople Transutera-

may be transliterated and translated as follows :— transiauon

of the letter.

Transliteration.

a - na ^^''Sin - i - din - nam
ki - bi - ma
um - ma Ha - am - mu - ra - bi - ma

' Published below, No. 26.

C 2
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i - la - a - tint sa E - mu - ut - ba - lim

5 sa li - ti ka

sdbum(um) busu I - nu - uh - sa - mar
u sa - al - la - ma - ak - ku

i - nu - ma iz - za - an - ku - ni - ik - ku

i na sabim(im) sa ga ti - ka
lo sabam{am) lu - pu ut ma

i - la - a tim

a na su - ub - ti si na

li - sa - al - li - mu

Translation.

To Sinidinnam

from Hammurabi.

The goddesses of Emutbalim,

5 which are assigned to thee,

the troops under the command of Inuhsamar

will bring to thee in safety.

When they reach thee,

with the troops that are in thy hand

lo destroy the people, and

the goddesses

to their dwellings

let them bring in safety.

Explanation Fof purposes of comparison with the translations of
° ' "' Father Scheil and Prof. Hommel, it will be best to ex-

plain the letter without reference to another letter from
Hammurabi to Sinidinnam (Brit. Mus., No, 23,131,

see below, No. 34), which contains directions for the

careful conveyance of the figures of certain Elamite
goddesses to Babylon. It is unlikely that the two
letters refer to different groups of goddesses, and the

probable connection between them will be referred to

later. The most probable view of the circumstances
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under which the Constantinople letter was written is

as follows :—Hammurabi's forces, possibly under the

command of Inuhsamar, have secured a victory over

Elam, and have carried off a number of images of

Elamite goddesses among the spoil. Inuhsamar has

reported his success to Hammurabi at Babylon, and
the king immediately writes a letter to Sinidinnam,

who is in command of another section of the Baby-

Ionian army, and is posted on the Elamite frontier.

Hammurabi does not wish to retain the goddesses in

Babylonia, but is anxious to restore them to their

shrines. He will not, however, merely hand them
back to the Elamites, for that might be interpreted as

an indication of fear, or as an admission of weakness.

They must be restored to their shrines by his own
people, and to do this it is necessary for Sinidin-

nam to enter Elamite territory, to overcome any

opposition which may be offered to him, and to

superintend their restoration in person. The advan-

tage of this plan is obvious, for, while securing the

favour of the goddesses by restoring them to their

shrines, he, at the same time, would impress his

authority on the Elamites in a most practical manner.

Such appears to be the most probable explanation The connec-

of the letter at Constantinople taken by itself. But as the letter at

the letter in the British Museum, No. 23,131, is also ^°p,^^'°''^„j

concerned with certain Elamite goddesses, it is not ^"'- *'"'••

"
^

No. 23,131,

unnatural to assume that the two groups of captive

goddesses mentioned in the letters are identical. If

this be the case, Brit. Mus., No. 23,131 must have

been written before the letter at Constantinople, and

by combining the two letters in this order we can

extend and slightly modify the explanation already
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given. As before, we may imagine yammurabi in

Babylon, directing by despatches the general plan of

the campaign, while Sinidinnam is in actual command
of the Babylonian forces on the frontier, or possibly

within the territory of Elam. The Babylonian army

has gained a victory over the Elamites, and has

carried off a number of Elamite goddesses from

their shrines. On the receipt of Sinidinnam's des-

patch announcing his success, we may assume that

The letter Hammurabl wrote the letter now in the British

23" 3..

'"" Museum, which contains detailed instructions for the

careful conveyance of the goddesses to Babylon,

accompanied by the kizreti, or female attenflants

attached to their service. It may be concluded that

Hammurabi's instructions were carried out, and that

in due time the images of the goddesses wi'th their

attendants arrived safely in Babylon. The next

reference to the goddesses is contained, in the Con-
The Con- stantinople letter, which arranges for their return to

letter. Elam. This letter of Hammurabi, however, gives no
indication of the reason for their removal from his

capital ; but it is not difficult to explain his motive,

when we remember the views concerning the powers
of national deities entertained by the Babylonians and
Assyrians. It is not improbable that soon after the

arrival of the goddesses in Babylon misfortune over-

took the Babylonian arms in Elam. Hammurabi and
his priests would attribute this defeat to the anger of

the Elamite goddesses at being detained in Babylon,
and would at once arrange for their return to their

own country. The king, therefore, despatches them
to the frontier under the care of Inuhsamar, and
sends forward a courier with the letter now at Con-
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stantinople telling Sinidinnam to expect their arrival.

As the goddesses are returning to their shrines,

Sinidinnam need no longer fear defeat at the hand of

the Elamites. He may invade Elam with confidence,

and, having secured a victory, he will completely

appease the goddesses by restoring them to the

temples from which they had been carried off.

This is not a fanciful interpretation, for there' is Probability

abundant evidence to show that the Babylonians gL'^inu^

and Assyrians credited the gods of the nations
f^^'J'^"™

°'

with the power of exercising more than a merely

local influence, which was confined to their own
country and to their own people. A deity of his

own free will might leave his country and sojourn

for a time with a friendly nation for whose benefit

he would exercise his power, provided he received

due worship and honour. On the other hand a

god, while still staying in his own country, could

employ foreign powers either for the benefit or

for the punishment of his own worshippers. In The powerl^^i i. pOf deities in

the niteenth century b.c. we know that a statue oi foreign

the goddess Istar was carried with great pomp and k^^^"'

ceremony from Babylonia to Egypt, the two countries ^^ypt.

being on friendly terms at the time. Amenophis III.

requested Tusratta, king of Mitani, to send the

goddess Istar of Nineveh to Egypt, and Tusratta

consented, and sent a letter with the goddess ; this

letter was one of those found at Tell el-Amarna,

and is now in the British Museum.' In it the

' See Budge and Bezold, The Tell el-Amarna Tablets in the

British Museum, p. 24 f. ; Bezold, Oriental Diplomacy, p. 13 ;

and Winckler in Schrader's Keilinschriffliche Bibliothek, Vol. V.,

p. 48 f.
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goddess I star herself is made to declare her intention

of going to Egypt :
" Thus saith Istar of Nineveh,

" the lady of all lands :
' Unto Egypt, into the land

" which I love, I will go.'"' Tusratta, after stating

that he is sending the goddess, exhorts Amenophis

to honour her duly and to send her back, saying :

" Verily now have I sent (her) and she is gone.

" Indeed, in the time of my father, the lady Istar

" went into that land ; and, just as she dwelt (there)

" formerly and they honoured her, so now may my
" brother honour her ten times more than before,

" May my brother honour her, may he allow her

" to return with joy."^ From this passage we gather

that it was not the first time Istar had visited Egypt.

The custom was probably not uncommon, for a deity,

while stopping in a foreign country with his own

consent, would, if properly treated, no doubt exert

his influence in favour of the land in which he was

staying.

The power It ^as bclieved moreover that a ffod could employ
of (leities ... . .

°
. .

.'
over the power of a foreigner to bnng either prosperity

Mlr'<fuk'and or misfortuHe upon his own people ; the following
Esarhaddon.

^jstorical cxamples prove this. Esarhaddon, when

restoring the temples in Babylon, states that he does

so at Marduk's express command. The misfortunes

that for eleven years had fallen on the city he attributes

to Marduk's anger at an act of impiety committed by

the Babylonians under a former king ; but when his

anger was appeased the god employed the Assyrian

king to restore the fortunes of the capital. ^ Again,

' LI. 13-15. = LK 16-25.

3 See I R., 49, 11. 7 flf.
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Cyrus attributed his successful invasion of Babylonia warduk and
Cyrus.

and the defeat of Nabonidus to the direct intervention

of Marduk, who was angered at the attempt Nabonidus
had made to take the Babylonian gods from their local

shrines and concentrate their worship in Babylon. In

the inscription on his cylinder^ he says :
" He {i.e.,

" Marduk) sought out a righteous prince after his

" own heart whom he might take by the hand
;

" Cyrus, king of Ansan, he called by name, he
" proclaimed his title for empire over the whole
" world .... He commanded him to go to his

" city of Babylon, he caused him to take the road
" to Babylon, like a friend and helper he went at his

" side .... Nabonidus, the king who did not fear

" him, he delivered into his hand."'' The offence of

Nabonidus in removing the local Babylonian goddesses

from their shrines is referred to by Cyrus further on

in the same inscription :
" And the gods of Sumer

" and Akkad, whom Nabonidus had brought into

" Babylon to the anger of the lord of the gods, at

" the word of the great lord Marduk one and all in

" their own shrines I caused to take up the habitation

" of (their) hearts' delight."^ The misfortune that

fell on Nabonidus as the result of his removal of

local deities from their shrines is the nearest parallel

we can find in Babylonian history to the circumstances

which may have induced Hammurabi to order the

restoration of the Elamite goddesses. The two cases

' See V R., pi. 35, and Hagen and Delitzsch, Beitr. zur Assyr.,

II, pp. 205 ff.

° LI. 12, 15, and 17.

^ L. 33 f.
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are not exactly similar, for the goddesses in Ham-
murabi's case were not those of his country. An
exactly parallel case, however, may be seen in

Hebrew history, when the Philistines sent back the

ark of the covenant, which they had captured at

Aphek, in order to save their own god Dagon from

destruction, and their land from plague.' It is not

improbable that Hammurabi had some similar motive

in sending back the captured goddesses to Elam
;

and it has been already suggested that the misfortune

in his case may have taken the form of a defeat at

the hands of the Elamites.

Having discussed the circumstances which attended

the writing of Hammurabi's letter, it remains to consider

some of the phrases that occur in it, and to justify the

renderings which have been given on p. xxxvi. The
expressions that call for discussion are sa li-ti-ka in

1. 5, busu in 1. 6, u-sa-al-la-ma-ak-ku in 1, 7, and

iz-za-an-ku-ni-ik-ku in 1. 8.

rfi,hr^«°in
'^^^ substantive lltu has the general meaning

Ham-
^ "strength, might, power"; in the phrase "gyf "S^TT

letter I- >-<y< -jT^iJ, sa li-U-ka, whlch is a not uncommon ex-

•'jurfedic- pression in Old Babylonian letters, it is used with
tion,con-

j.]^g special meaning " authority, jurisdiction, control."

Hammurabi frequently writes to Sinidinnam giving

instructions about men or matters described as

sa li-ti-ka, a phrase which in itself indicates the

reason of the letter ; it is because the subject of

the letter falls within Sinidinnam's jurisdiction that

Hammurabi writes to him. No 42 contains a good
example of the use of sa li-ti-ka ; this letter enumerates

' I Sam. V. and vi.
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the names and titles of eight high officers, and con- ^'«.

eludes (11. 26 ff.) as follows :

—

Hon,

control."

VIII sdbum sa li ti - ka
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officials attached to the temple would naturally be

under Sinidinnam's control, though they could not be

described as belonging to his fighting force. In

No. 15 Hammurabi tells Sinidinnam he is sending

him Sinaiabarum and other officials \_a-na\ za-la-tim'

sa li-ti-ka (I; 6), i.e., to form members of his court

or household. On their arrival Sinidinnam is told

to go with them and inspect the cattle and sheep,

sa li-ti-ka, "that are under thy control." We are

justified therefore in translating i-la-a-timsa E-mu-
ut-ba-lim sa li-ti-ka, " the goddesses of Emutbalim

which are assigned to thee," i.e., " under thy control."

The phrase implies that Hammurabi had entrusted

Sinidinnam with the task of restoring the goddesses

to their shrines.

(2.) ius«, The sign-group V Mh which is of frequent occur-

command rencc in Old Babylonian letters, is probably to be

regarded as an ideogram for the substantive dusu.

The fact that both V ^ and V ^ are found in the

later Assyrian inscriptions interchanging with 6usu

(written phonetically) has led some scholars to regard

V M] and V i as phonetic renderings of a substantive

sasu with a meaning similar to dusu, " property, pos-

session."^ It is probable however that V JT is an

ideogram, of which V ^ is a later variant form. In

Old Babylonian letters the ideogram occurs under

the form V M> and is probably to be transliterated

dusu; the meaning "property, possession," however,

does not suit many of the passages in which the

word occurs. The context of these passages suggests

" za-la-tim I take as = sa-la-tim.

' See Delitzsch, Handworterbwh, p. 694.
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that the word is employed to indicate " control " *««,

rather than actual "possession"; and the renderings co^nilj
'

"under the command of," "in subordination to,"°*'"

would suit the majority of cases. It is true that

in No. 49, 1. 6 f., we find se-am a-na na-kam-tim sa

/5z/f ''"Samas sa Larsam'^^, " the corn for the treasury

of the temple of Samas of Larsam," described as dusH

rg-mil-'^Sin, where the ideogram might plausibly be

translated "property of." Similarly where a single

individual is described as bum to another, it might

be possible to regard the former as a slave, and hence
" the possession " of his master ; thus in No. 9. 1. 7 f.,

Li-bi-it-Istar is described as bum Ta-ri-ba-tum, and

in No. 35, 1. 5 f , '"Ili-ma-ti-mu is described as bum
A-bil-'^"Samas. In No. 23, 1. 4 f , however, 240 men
are described as bum '^"Nannar-iddina, where the

context suggests that warriors and not slaves are

referred to. Moreover in No. 43, 1. 3, ""Sin-ilu, a

patesi, is described as bum Ta-ri-ba-tum ; it is unlikely

that a patesi would be described as the property of

another man, though he might well be his subordinate

officer. These last two passages suggest for bum
the rendering "under the command of," and that

bum had this meaning is definitely proved by Nos.

3 and 26. In No. 3, 1. 9 f, bum A-bil-^^'SaTuas u

Na-ra-am-'^Sin corresponds to sa ga-ti-ni, which

occurs in 1. 6 in Naram-Sin's report in the first

person. Similarly in No. 26, busil in 1. 19 corre-

sponds to sa ga-ti-ia in 1. 6. The phrase sa ga-ti,

" who is (or are) in the hand of," is not employed

to describe the relation of a slave to his master, but

that of an official to his superior, or of a body of

troops to the officer in command. We are justified
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therefore in translating the phrase sahim{um) busil

I-nu-uft-sa-mar as "the troops under the command

of Inuhsamar."

(3.) laiumv, The verb salamu in the Piel is employed with

'Lvey'° the three principal meanings "to preserve," "to
safeiyto."

(>ause to prosper," and "to complete." None of these

meanings suit tfyft ^ff t^lj -^f ^f -0 Jl^^ , u-sa-al-la-

ma-ak-ku, in 1. 7 of Hammurabi's letter. We here

find the verb used with a double accusative, and the

context demands some such meaning as " to convey

safely to." That salamu in the Piel had this meaning

is proved by the fact that it is also found in conjunc-

tion with the preposition ana. LI. 1 1 iif. of the same

letter read i-la-a-tim a-na su-ttb-ti-si-na li-sa-al-li-mu,

where it is obvious that the verb is used in the sense

of conveying or restoring to a place. In No. 34,

1. 23 f. the Prec. Piel of salamu, with the prep, ana, is

employed with a similar meaning.

(4.) ,a«sk«, The last phrase in the letter to need detailed dis-

toreach.""' cusslon is the verb t|
]f;^ ->f Igf J^ -y<y^ JZiT^, iz-za-an-

ku-ni-ik-ku, in 1 8. This verb I take to be the 3 m.

plur., Pres. Kal of sanaku, with the 2 m. s. pron.

suffix. The verb sanaku in the later Assyrian and

Babylonian inscriptions, in' addition to its transitive

meanings " to oppress, to shut in, to close," has the

intransitive meaning, " to press on, to draw near."

In the Old Babylonian period, however, it is employed

in the kindred though somewhat different sense " to

arrive at, to reach."' Sometimes the verb is used

absolutely as in No. 44, 11. 1 1 ff. :

—

' It may be noted that in legal documents of the Old Babylonian

period Dr. Meissner assigns to sanaku the meaning " to summon
before a judge" (see Altbabylonisches Privatrecht, p. 125).
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sansku, Babylon." In No. 50 Ammizaduga writes to Ibni-

to'reach!"'
Sin, the son of Marduknasir, and concludes his letter

with the words :

—

a - na BabiW' al -

la t\u - la\ - ap - pa - tu

i - na '"^''Addari umi /^^^

a - na Babili'^'

zi - in ga - am

" Come to Babylon, do not delay, on the first of

Adar reach Babylon." The same phrase also occurs

at the end of No. 51, [a-nd] Babili'^' \z^-iii-ga-am.

In No. 40, 11. 13 ff. we read :

—

i -
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"On the 12th day of Marcheswan they will reach
thee. When they reach thee, go with them," etc.

We could not have a more instructive passage for

explaining the use of the word ; this passage by itself

would suffice to justify the suggested rendering of

i-nu-ma iz-za-an-ku-ni-ik-ku in the letter at Con-
stantinople.

The passages cited in the preceding paragraphs
will justify the translation of the Constantinople letter

on p. XXXVI. Before leaving the subject, however,
there is still one other point that calls for discussion,

and that is the alleged occurrence of the name of

Chedorlaomer in some fragments of tablets of the

Persian period. We have seen that Father Scheil's

" discovery " is valueless in as much as his reading

of the text was faulty ; his " discovery " has, never-

theless, been employed to support a statement to

the effect that the Elamite king's name has been

found on these late Babylonian fragments. It re-

mains to enquire what degree of credibility is

attached to these other " discoveries " of the name
of Chedorlaomer.

At the Church Congress held at Norwich in the Anoih,

early part of October, 1895, 't was stated that a th!

discovery of

e name of

tablet had been found containing the names of three ^^^l^

of the kings mentioned in Gen. xiv., viz., Kuduv-

Lagamar or Chedorlaomer, Eri-aku or Arioch, and

Tudkhal or Tidal.' It soon, however, became evident

that considerable doubt existed as to the reading

of the signs which formed the names. The names
and a few extracts from the fragments were copied

' See Official Report, p. 187.

D
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by Mr. T. G. Pinches and sent to Prof. Schrader,

who published them at the end of October of that

year.' From these extracts it was clear that the

transliteration of the three names was extremely

problematical, while the context of the passages in

which they occurred was so broken that it was im-

possible to ascertain with accuracy the general nature

of the tablets. For two years nothing more was

heard of the matter, and the " discovery " only

obtained a new lease of life' after Father Scheil's

alleged discovery of Chedorlaomer's name in the

letter of Hammurabi in Constantinople.

The frag- The fragments on which the discovery was made

™bi"is on do not date from a period earlier than the fourth

Tisiovery' CBntury B.C. ; they are preserved in the British

was made. Museum, With many other fragments of the same

period, and are numbered Sp. III. 2, Sp. II. 987,

and Sp. 158 4- Sp. II. 962. The fragment on which

the three names which have been read as Chedor-

laomer, Arioch and Tidal occur, is Sp. III. 2J Of
the other fragments Sp. II. 987 contains what have

been considered variants of the names Chedorlaomer

and Arioch, while Sp. 158 + Sp. II. 962 contains

what is claimed to be a still further variant form of

the name Chedorlaomer. The following are the

passages from the three fragments in which the

names are said to occur, the signs alleged to represent

' In the Sitzungsberichte der koniglich Preussischen Akademie der

Wissenschaften, Phil.-hist. Classe, 1895, pp. 96 1 ff. (No. XLI.).

' See above, p, xxviii, note 2.

^ A photograph of this tablet was published in 1895 by the

Trustees of the British Museum.
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the names Arioch, Tidal, and Chedorlaomer being

transliterated in capitals :

—

I. Sp. III. 2,0bv.,l. 9f. l^T.
^ contain the

. . . ina kukki u -saw, -kit '" Dur - sir-ilani *'' ^!^ \^^

... by force of arms he overthrew. Dur-sir-ilani chedor-

laomer.

aplu sa '" ERI "" ..." A - KU

son of ERI . . . -A-KU

II. Sp. III. 2, Obv., 1. 13 f.

u sihra ik - ki - is "" TU - ud - hul a

and small he cut oif. tu - ud - hul - a

mar " Gaz ....

son of Gaz ....

III. Sp. III. 2, Rev., 1. 3 f.

3.^ X^ ]© T M M M ^T 'bXX -
. . . . -ik - lu '" ku-ku-ku-mal mdru-su ina

KU-KU-KU-MAL his son with

-r- -+ V- ^H:? I ^ ST I
patri parzilli kabli-su lib - ba - su

the iron dagger of his waist his heart

ST4T -s^ :^^ 4. mm
it ta . • •

he

' These first three signs are very rubbed, but quite certain.

D 2
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Extracts

alleged to

contain the

names of

Chedorlao'

mer and

Arioch.

IV. Sp. II. 987, Obv., 1. 6.

ina mil ki-su-nu ki - nim ana '" ku-kv-kv-ku-ual

through their sure counsel to ku-ku-ku-ku-mal

sar

king of

i^-i. >—

»

tttatu S*

E
la-

la-

V. Sp. II. 987, Obv., 1. 19 f.

Dur sir - Hani *' maru sa

Dur-sir-ilani son of

"* ERi E KU - A Sa sal -lat

ERi E KU - A who the spoil

...."" kussl sarru-tu u si ib - ma . .

. . [on] the throne of the kingdom sat and . .

VI. Sp. 158 + Sp. II. 962, Rev., 1. 21.

V, }\ -m T K M Kf M ^^^^m<
at - u '" KU - KU - KU - KU - [e] pis
who (is) KU - KU - KU - KU - the doer

<T- J?^ ^\ t<J
lim ni e turn

of evil ?

These six extracts are the only passages in which
the names under discussion have been found. The
tablets are so broken that the passages lose little by
being taken from their context ; in fact they can
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hardly be said to possess a context at all, A glance

through the list will suffice to show on what slender

evidence the identification of the names with those in

Gen. xiv. rests.

The name identified as Tidal occurs once, in Twai.

Extract II., where a certain " Tu-ud-hul-a, the son of

Gaz . . .
," is mentioned. There is no evidence

to show that Tudhula was a royal personage, for he

is not termed " king," nor do we know in what con-

nection he is mentioned on the fragment. Even if it

were admitted that the two names Tu-ud-hul-a and

Tidal are identical, there would still be no reason for

identifying the Tu-ud-hul-a of the Babylonian frag-

ment with the Tidal, king of Goiim, mentioned in

Gen. xiv., i and 9.

It was long ago suggested that f ^^f >-^ ^;j[;^ -irfy,
Arioch.

Rim-Sin, the king of Larsam and a contemporary of

Hammurabi, was the Arioch of Gen. xiv., for his

name can also be read as Eri-Aku, " servant of the

Moon-god." If the name T ^i^T ^Hh -^l ^'^^Tf. £^ri-

Aku, occurred on the fragment Sp. III., 2, its occur-

rence might be cited in support of the other two

identifications. As a matter of fact the name Eri-

Aku does not occur. A name occurs in Extracts I.

and V. under the forms of Eri-\E'\aku and Eri-Ekua,

but there is no reason for identifying this man with

Rim-Sin (or Eri-Aku), the king of Larsam. It is

possible that in Extract V. the words " [on] the throne

of the kingdom sat " refer to Dur-sir-ilani, the son of

Eri-Ekua," who is mentioned in the previous line.

It is not clear, however, to whom these words do refer,

nor is the name of the kingdom mentioned ; moreover

in neither passage is Eri-Eaku or Eri-Ekua given
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the title of king. It will be seen, therefore, that even

if the name Eri-Aku occurred on the fragments in

place of Eri-Ekua and Eri-Eaku, there would be

small justification for supposing him to be identical

with the well known Rim-Sin or Eri-Aku, king of

Larsam, or even for concluding that the personage

mentioned was a king at all.

chedor- The third identification, that of Chedorlaomer's
laomer, .11 • 1

name, is the one that most concerns us. It is stated

that the name occurs in the passages cited above as

Extracts III., IV. and VI., where we find the names

—

(1) KU-KU-KU-MAL

(2) KU-KU-KU-KU-MAL

and (3) KU-KU-Ku-KU-'i^|.

The three names are said to be identical and to be

a " fanciful way'" of writing Chedorlaomer. Assuming
that (3) is to be restored from (2), which is by no

means certain, we get two forms of the name, one

beginning with glf, ku, written three times, the other

with it written four times. As Jgf has also the value

dur, and Kudur is a well known component of Elamite

names, the second Jg in each name is probably to be

transliterated dur, so that we can reduce the names to

Ku-dur-ku-mal and Ku-dur-ku-ku-mal. In order to

get the names more like that of Chedorlaomer, it was
suggested by Mr. Pinches that Igf had the value lah

or lag, and the names were transliterated by him as

Ku-dur-lag-mal and Ku-dur-lag-gu-mal, the former

being described as " defectively written." Ku-dur-
lag-gu-mal was then compared with Father Scheil's

Trans, Vict. Inst, Vol. XXIX., p. 67.
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Ku-dur-nu-uk-ga-mar (or Ku-dur-la-ag-ga-mar) and

the two were declared to agree very closely.' But it

has been shown in the course of this Introduction that

Father Scheil's Ku-dur-nu-uh-ga-mar does not exist

but is based on a misreading of the text, so that the

principal support to the identification disappears.

Moreover, there is little justification for assigning the

new value lafi, or lag to J@f ; and, though Ku-dur-ku-

ku-mal is styled a king of Elam,'' there is no reason

for supposing he was a contemporary of Hammurabi.
He might have occupied the throne at any period

before the fourth century B.C.

Although Chedorlaomer's name has not yet been conclusion,

identified in any Babylonian inscription, there is no

reason at all why it should not be found in one. The
name "lOJ^SniS or ipi>T'"^"l3

^
Chedorlaomer, is a purely

Elamite name, Kudur-Lagamar. The first part of

the name, Kudur, occurs in the names of the

Elamite kings Ig J^f IH tT '^'^ t^^. Ku-du-ur-ma-

bu-uk, Kudur-mabuk,3 y jgf jgf ^y ^>!f- ^y<y cy|f? <Trif:,

'"Ku - dur - na-an- hu-ujt- di, Kudur-nanhundi,* and

f V J^y ->f -ry -y<y ^^1, ^\, "'Kudur-"''Na-hu-un-du,

Kudur-Nahundu =
; of these three names the last two

are variant forms of the same name, and correspond to

the Old Susian form f m '^^M -+ -SM -T<T -TW ^T-

' Op. cit, p. 75 ; cf. also Dr. Lehmann in the Zeits. fur Assyr., XI.,

(Jan., 1897), p. 344.
' In Extract IV. the name of the country is probably to be

restored "l^ ^]( gy \^, '^"'E-la-\mat\, Elam.

3 See I R., Plated, No. III., 1. 3 ; and Plate 5, No. XVI., 1. 9.

" See III R., Plate 38, No. i, 1. 12.

5 See I R.J Plate 40, 1. 70,
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Conclusion. '"Ku-Hr-"-"Nah-hi-uH-te, Kutir-Nahhunte.' Lagamar,

the second half of the name Chedorlaomer, was the

name of an Elamite deity, who is mentioned under

the form -Hf- -ty tfyf* gf ^, ""La-ga-ma-ru, among
the deities captured by Asurbanipal at the taking of

Susa^ ; the name of this deity also occurs in an

inscription of Kutir Na^hunte under the form

-4- -fcy tyyy* gy -yyj|^, ""-La-ga-ma-ri? So far as the

composition of the name is concerned, therefore, there

is no reason why the inscriptions should not contain a

reference to Chedorlaomer, king of Elam. Moreover,

Elam at the period of the First Dynasty was the

chief foe of Babylonia, and, until finally defeated by

yammurabi, had for many years been the predominant

power in Western Asia. The state of affairs at this

period, therefore, may without difficulty be harmonized

with the events described in Gen. xiv., and it would not

be surprising if the name of Kudur-Lagamar, or

Chedorlaomer, should be found as that of a king of

Elam in an inscription of the Old Babylonian period.

Up to the present time, however, no such discovery

has been made.

' See Weissbach, Anzanische Inschriften, Plate III. f., in the

Abhandlungen der Koniglich Sdchsischen Gesellschaft der Wissen-

schaflen, Phil.-hist. Classe, Vol. XII. (1891).
= See V R., Plate 6, 1. 33.

^ See Weissbach, Anzanische Inscriften, p. 143, and Plate III., B,

1.3-
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No. Registration No. Description.

1. Brit. Mus., No. 12,812. Complete tablet of baked clay;

2 in. X 3jin. ; 13 -i- i + 13 +1
lines. Letter from Hammurabi to

Sinidinnam.

2. Brit. Mus., No. 12,815. Nearly complete tablet of baked clay
;

2 in. X 3f in. ; 1 1 + 4 lines. Letter

from Hammurabi to Sinidinnam.

3. Brit. Mus., No. 12,816. Nearly complete tablet of baked clay
;

2^ in. X sf in. ; 14 + i + 2 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnam.

4. Brit. Mus., No. 12,817. Upper portion of tablet of baked

clay; 2^ in. X 3^^ in. ; 14 + 12

lines. Letter from Hammurabi to

Sinidinnam.

5. Brit. Mus., No. 12,818. Tablet of baked clay, a portion of the

obverse damaged ; 2 in. x 3;^ in.

;

13 + 6 lines. Letter from Ham-
murabi to Sinidinnam.

6. Brit. Mus., No. 12,821. Portion of tablet of baked clay;

2^ in. x 3|in. ; 13 -H 2 -|- 7 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnam.
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No.. Registration No. Description.

7. Brit. Mus., No. 12,825 Nearly complete tablet of baked

clay; 2^^ in. x 3J in. ; 11 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnam.

8. Brit Mus., No. 12,826. Upper portion of tablet of baked

clay; 2^ in. x si in. ; 16 + 10

lines. Letter from Hammurabi to

Sinidinnam.

9. Brit. Mus., No. 12,827. Nearly complete tablet of baked

clay; 2 in. x 3^in. ; 13 + 8 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnam.

10. Brit. Mus., No. 12,828. Tablet of baked clay, reverse much
damaged ; 2 in. x 3;^ in. ; i r + i

+ 10 lines. Letter from Ham-
n\urabi to Sinidinnam.

11. Brit. Mus., No. 12,829. Nearly complete tablet of baked clay
;

2^ in. X 3I in- ; 13 + i3 + 3 + 2

lines. Letter from Hammurabi to

Sinidinnam.

12. Brit. Mus., No. 12,830. Tablet of baked clay, obverse much
damaged ; 2 in. x 35- in. ; 13 + 8

lines. Letter from Hammurabi to

Sinidinnam.

13. Brit. Mus., No. 12,832. Tablet of baked clay, obverse much
damaged ; 2^ in. x 3^ in, ; 1 2 -f-

2 + 6 lines. Letter from Ham-
murabi to Sinidinnam.

14. Brit. Mus., No. 12,835. Tablet of baked clay, upper edge

broken ; 2 in. x 3^ in. ; 11 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnam.

15. Brit. Mus., No. 12,837. Nearly complete tablet of baked clay;

2^ in. X 3f in. ; 16 -|- 17 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnam,
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No. Registration No. Description.

16. Brit. Mus., No. 12,838. Tablet of baked clay, obverse

damaged in places ; 2 in. x 3^ in.
;

1 1 lines. Letter from Hammurabi

to Sinidinnam.

17. Brit. Mus., No. 12,840. Lower portion of tablet of baked clay;

2 in. X 2f in. ; 10 + 10 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnam.

18. Brit. Mus., No. 12,841. Upper portion of tablet of baked

clay; 2^ in. x 2f in. ; 10 -f 8

lines. Letter from Hammurabi to

Sinidinnam.

19. Brit. Mus., No. 12,846. Complete tablet of baked clay;

2 in. x 3I in. ; 11 + 2 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi -to Sini-

dinnam.

20. Brit. Mus., No. 12,849. Upper portion of tablet of baked

clay; 2 in. x 2|in.
; 9 lines. Letter

from Hammurabi to Sinidinnam.

21. Brit. Mus., No. 12,852. Upper portion of tablet of baked clay;

2 in. X 2| in.
; g lines. Letter

from Hammurabi to Sinidinnam.

22. Brit. Mus., No. 12,855. Upper portion of tablet of baked clay;

2 in. X 2^ in. ; ip + 8 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnam.

23. Brit. Mus., No. 12,863. Upper portion of tablet of baked

clay ; 2 in. x 2^ in. ; 8 -1- 7 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnam.

24. Brit. Mus,, No. 12,864. Nearly complete tablet of baked clay
;

1 1 in. X 2| in.; 12-1-4 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnam.
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No. Registration No. Description:

25. Brit. Mus., No. 15,329. Nearly complete tablet of baked clay;

2^ in. X 3^ in. ; 13 + 8 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnam.

26. Brit. Mus., No. 15,348. Complete tablet of baked clay;

2| in. X 3f in.; 14 + i + 7

lines. Letter from Hammurabi to

Sinidinnam.

27. Brit. Mus., No. 15,862. Upper portion of tablet of baked clay

;

2 in. X 3^ in. ; 13 + 8 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnam.

28. Brit. Mus., No. 23,120. Nearly complete tablet of baked clay;

2 in. X 3f in. ; 15 + I + 14

lines. Letter from Hammurabi to

Sinidinnam.

29. Brit. Mus., No. 23,122. Tablet of baked clay, damaged in

places; 2;^^ in. x 4 in. ; 21 + 3

+ 19 lines. Letter from Hammu-
rabi to Sinidinnam.

30. Brit. Mus., No. 23,123. Tablet of baked clay, obverse and

reverse much damaged ; 2^ in. x

3I in. ; I s 4- 3 -I- traces of 8 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnam.

31. Brit. Mus., No. 23,127. Nearly complete tablet of baked clay;

2^ in. X 3f in.
; 9 lines. Letter

from Hammurabi to Sinidinnam.

32. Brit. Mus., No. 23,129. Tablet of baked clay, obverse much
damaged ; 2 in. x 3f in. ; 1 1 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnam.

33. Brit. Mus., No. 23,130. Nearly complete tablet of baked clay;

H in- X 3f in-.; 14 + 2 + i^ +
2 -I- I lines. Letter from Hammu-
rabi to Sinidinnam,
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No. Registration No. Description.

34. Brit. Mus., No. 23,131. Complete tablet of baked clay;

2^ in. X 3f in. : 14 + 13 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnam.

35. Brit. Mus., No. 23,136. Nearly complete tablet of baked clay
;

2 in. X 3f in. ; 10 + i lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnam.

36. Brit. Mus., No. 23,144. Nearly complete tablet of baked clay
;

2 in. X 3I in. ; 13 + 2 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnam.

37. Brit. Mus., No. 23,145. Complete tablet of baked clay

;

ij in. X 3^ in. ; 11 + 3 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnam.

38. Brit. Mus., No. 23,147. Upper portion of tablet of baked clay
;

2^ in. X 3| in. ; 12 + 15 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi Lo Sini-

dinnam.

39. Brit. Mus., No. 23,148. Tablet of baked clay, leftside broken;

2 in. X 3-^ in. ; 11 + 9 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnani.

40. Bril. Mus., No. 23,152. Nearly complete tablet of baked clay
;

2 in. X 3f in. ; 12 + 10 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnam.

41. Brit. Mus., No. 23,153. Tablet of baked clay, obverse much

damaged ; 2 in. x 3f in. ; 1 2 + 7

lines. Letter from Hammurabi ip

Sinidinnam.

42. Brit. Mus., No. 23,154. Nearly complete tablet of baked clay;

2 in. X 3I in. ; 17+16 lines.

Letter from Hammurabi to Sini-

dinnam.
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No. Registration No.

43. Brit. Mus., No. 23,159.

44. Brit. Mus., No. 23,337.

45. I.O.M. [Imperial Otto-

man Museum].

46. L. [Louvre].

47. Brit. Mus., No. 12,868.

48. Bu. 91-5-9, 1018.

Description.

Tablet of baked clay, part of obverse

damaged ; 2-^ in. x 3^ in. ; 13 + i

+ 14 + 2 lines. Letter from

Hammurabi to Sinidinnam.

Nearly complete tablet of baked clay

;

2 in. X 3i in.; 13 lines. Letter

from Hammurabi to Sinidinnam.

Complete tablet of baked clay;

10 + 3 lines. Letter from Ham-
murabi to Sinidinnam. A Neo-

Assyrian transcript of the text

with a translation has been given

by Scheil, Jiec. de trav., XIX.

(1897), pp. 40 ff. ; translations of

the text have been given by Scheil,

Rev. Bibl., V. (1896), p. 600 f.

;

Hommel, Anc. Heb. Trad. (1897),

p. 177 f.; Pinches, Trans. Vict. Inst.,

XXIX. (1897), pp. 69ff. ;and Of-

ford, P.S.B.A.,XX. (1898), p. 150 f.

Nearly complete tablet of baked clay
;

11 lines. Letter from Hammurabi
to Sinidinnam. The text has been
published by F. Thureau Danjin,

Rev. d'Assyr., Vol. IV., No. 3
(1897), Plate XXXI., and translated

by him in the 2Ceits. ficr Assyr.,

Vol. XII. (December, 1897), p. 273.

Nearly complete tablet of baked clay

;

1 1 in. X 2\ in. ; 8 lines. Letter

from Sinidinnam to the rabidnu of

the city of Kutalla.

Nearly complete tablet of baked clay :

i^ in. X 2^ in. ; 8 -1- 2 + 8 -I- 3
lines.

^
Letter from Tabbiwadi and

Mar-Samas to Ahatim, the wife of

Sinidinnam, ruler of Martu.



LETTERS OF OTHER KINGS. LXIII

No. Registration No. Description.

49. Brit. Mus., No. 13,936. Complete tablet of baked clay ; 2^ in.

X 3§ in. ; 15 lines. Letter from

Samsuiluna to Sinilu, Biturabi and

Nik-Sin.

50. Brit. Mus., No. 17,298. Tablet of baked clay, much broken;

2^ in. X 3^ in.; 16 + 3 lines.

Letter from Ammizaduga to Ibni-

Sin, the son of Marduknasir.

51. Brit. Mus., No. 17,334. Tablet of baked clay,-much broken;

2^ in. X 3I in. ; 12 + 4 lines,

lines. Letter from Ammizaduga to

Ibni-Sin, the son of Marduknasir.

52. Brit. Mus., No. 17,416. Upper portion of tablet of baked clay

;

2^ in. X 2|^ in. ; ri lines. Letter

from Ammizaduga to [

najsir.

53. Brit. Mus., No. 17,531. Upper portion of tablet of baked clay

;

2-^ in. X i^ in. ; 6 lines. Letter

from Ammizaduga to Ibni-Sin, the

son of Marduknasir.

54. Bu. 91-5-9, 329. Tablet of baked clay, much broken;

2g^ in. X 31^ in. ; 18 -|- i lines.

Letter from Ammizaduga to Ibni-

Sin, the son of Marduknasir.

55 Bu. 91-5-9, 325. Nearly complete tablet of baked clay
;

2^ in. X 4^ in. ; 18-4-5 lines.

Letter from Ammiditana to an

official of Sippara. A fragment of

the envelope still adheres to the

bottom edge of the tablet. The text

has been published in Cuneiform

Texts, Part II. (1896).

56. Bu. 91-5-9, 340. Tablet of baked clay, the bottom

right-hand corner broken ; 2^ in. x

4in. ;i7-|-i-|-9 lines. Letter

from Ammiditana to Mardukmusa-

lim, Sinnidinnam and Apil-Sin.



LXIV LIST OF LETTERS AND INSCRIPTIONS.

No. Registration No. Description.

57. Brit. Mus., No. 12,216. Cylinder of baked clay in the form of

[A.H. 82-7-14, 1027.] a truncated cone; length 3I in.,

diameter 2^ in. tapering to 1^ in.,

23 + 23 lines. Inscription of

Hammurabi in Semitic Babylonian,

recording his building operations

at Sippara. The text has been

published by Strassmaier, Zei^s. fuf

Assyr., Vol. II. (1897), p. 174 f.,

and translated by Winckler, op. cit.,

p. 118 f., and by Jensen in the

Keilinscriftliche Bibliothek, Vol. III.,

Part I. (1892), pp. 117 ff. Dupli-

cates of the inscription are : Brit.

Mus., Nos. 12,214 [A. H 82-7-14,

1037], 12,215 [A. H. 82-3-23, 191],

12,220 [Bu. 91-S-9, 2548], 12,221

[Bu. 91-S-9, 2549], and 12,223

[Bu. 91-5-9, 2551].

58. Brit. Mus., No. 12,212. Cylinder of baked clay in the form of

[A. 1 1. 82-7-14, 103 1]. a truncated cone; length 3I in.,

diameter 2^ in. tapering to i ^ in.
;

20 + 20 lines. Inscription of

Hammurabi in Sumerian recording

his building operations at Sippara.

The text has been published by

Strassmaier, Zeits. fiir Assyr., Vol.

II., p. 175 f., and translated by

Winckler, op. cit., p. 120 f., and by

Jensen, K.B., Vol. III., Ft. I,,

pp. n6 ff. Duplicates of the

inscription are : Brit. Mus., Nos.

12,213 [A.H. 82-3-23, igo],

12,222 [Bu. 91-S-9, 2550], and'

Bu. 88-5-12, 111.

59. 81-8-30, 9. Nearly complete tablet of baked clay
;

z\ in. X 3* '"•; 13 + IS lines.

Neo-Babylonian copy of an inscrip-



INSCRIPTIONS OF HAMMURABI. LXV

No. Registration No. Description.

tion of Hammurabi recording the

erection of a granary in Babylon.

A translation of the text, from copies

made by Bezold and Meissner, has

been given by Jensen, K.B., Vol.

III., Pt. I., pp. 120 ff.

60. Brit. Mus., No. 85. Broken statue of black basalt,

[77-11-16, i]. engraved with part of an i nscription

;

area covered by the inscription 95

in. X i8f in. ; 24 + 21 + 12 +
20 lines. Bilingual inscription of

Hammurabi, written in double

columns in Sumerian and Semitic

Babylonian. Amiaud has published

a copy of part of Col. IV. in the

Rec. de trav.. Vol. I. (1870), plate,

and a Neo-Assyrian transcript of

the text with a translation in the

Rev. d'Assyr., II., No. I. (1888),

pp. 4 ff. ; a translation has also been

given by Jensen, K.B., Vol. III.,

Pt. I., pp. no ff.

61. Brit. Mus., No. 12,068. Tablet of limestone
; 3! in. x 7I in.

;

zo + 20 lines. Inscription of

Hammurabi in Sumerian, recording

the building of a temple of the

goddess Ninna. The text has been

published IR., plate 4, No. XV., i,

and by Menant, Inscriptions de

Hammourabi {i?>6:i), pi. 4 f. Trans-

lations of the inscription have been

given by Menant, oj>. cit, pp. 72 ff.

;

Oppert, Expedition en Mesopotamie

(1863), Vol. I., p. 270; George

Smith, T.S.B.A., I. (1872), p. 60

and Records of the Past, V. (1875),

p. 74. ; Lenormant, Etudes Acca-

diennes, Vol. II. (1874), pp. 356 ff.
;

E



LXVI LIST OF LETTERS AND INSCRIPTIONS.

No. Registration No. Description.

Menant, Babylone et la Chaldee

(1875), p. 109 ; Amiaud, fournal

Asiatigue, Vol. XX. (1882), pp,

236 ff.; and Jensen, K.B., Vol.

III., Pt. I., pp. 106 ff.

62. Brit. Mus., No. 12,219. Tablet of limestone, 3^ in. x 6| in.;

19 + 20 lines. Inscription of

Hammurabi in Sumerian, recording

the building of the temple of Samas

in Larsam.

63. Brit. Mus., No. 121. Brick of baked clay, stamped with

inscription ; size of inscription

21 in. X 5I in. ; 12 lines. Inscrip-

tion of Hammurabi in Sumerian,

recording the building of the temple

of Samas in Larsam. The text has

been published I R., plate 4, No.

XV., 2, and by Menant, Inscriptions,

pi. 6. Translations of the inscription

have been given by Menant, op. at,

p. 68 f. ; Oppert, E.M., I., p. 267

;

George Smith, T.S.B.A., I., p. 60 f.,

and R.P., V., p. 75 ; Lenormant,

j&t. Ace, II., p. 355 f. ; Menant

Bab. et. Chald., p. no, and

Manuel de la langue Assyrienne

(1880), p. 313 ; and Jensen.

K.B., Vol. III., Pt. I., p. no f.

Duplicates of the text are: Brit.

Mus., Nos. 137 (brick) and 764
(brick).

64. Brit. Mus., No. 22,455. Bronze knob engraved with the words

[51-10-9, 146.] "Palace of Hammurabi"; height

if in., diameter in centre 2^ in.

The text has has been published

I R., plate 4, No. XV., 3, and by
Menant, Inscriptions, pi. 6.



INSCRIPTIONS OF HAMMURABI. LXVII

No. Registration No, Description.

65. Brit. Mus., No. 22,456. Bronze knob engraved with the words

[N. 6r5.J "Palace of Hammurabi " ; height

if in., diameter in centre 2f in.

A drawing of the knob is published

by Layard, Nineveh and Babylon

(1853), p. 477.

66. Brit. Mus., No. 22,454. Portion of a limestone slab, 14^^ in. x

15^ in., on which is sculptured in

relief a draped and bearded figure
;

to the right of the slab are parts

of two columns of an inscription,

measuring 5 in. x 6| in. and

3J in. X 6| in. ; 10 + 10 lines.

Inscription referring to Hammurabi,

king of Mai\tti\. The text has

been published by Winckler,

Altorientalische Forschungen, II.

(1894), plate I f., and referred to

by him, op. cit, p. 145 f.

67. N. 1667. Fragment of black basalt, 2 in. x

3^ in., engraved with part of an

inscription referring to Hammurabi

;

II lines. The text has been pub-

lished by Lenormant, Choix de

textes cuneiformes (1873), p. 9,

No. 7.

68. 80-11-12, 329. Portion of tablet of baked clay;

3 in X 2^ in. ; 6 + 8 lines. Neo-

Babylonian copy of an Old Baby-

lonian inscription, referring to

Sumulailu, Samsuiluna, and Ham-
murabi. The text has been

published by Winckler, Altor.

Forsch., II., Plate 4.

60. Bu. 88-5-12, 48. Nearly complete tablet of baked clay;

2^ in. X 4j in. ; 19 -|- i -|- 14



LXVIII LIST OF LETTERS AND INSCRIPTIONS.

No. Registration No. Description.

lines. Inscription engraved by

Gimil-Marduk, the judge, the son of

Mini-Sama§, in honour of the god

Samas, for the life of Ammizaduga.

70. Brit. Mas., No. 26,295. Nearly complete tablet of baked

clay; if in. x afin. ; 14 + ir

lines. Neo-Babylonian copy of an

inscription of Marduksapikzerim

;

according to the colophon the

copy was made in the i sth year of

Kandalanu, i.e., in 633 b.c.











LETTERS OF HAMMURABI.

No. 1.

tSRiT Mus., No. 12812 ]

OBVERSE

\f^ ^^ P4

^^ ^;^^^?:j;^

sft r? ^
ff X^*^

n?-< w-

7^;
—

'

r ^
*-

rf^^^ Kj^ mf^"K^^





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI.

No. 1.

IBrit, Mus., No. I2BI2.I

REVERSE.

15
r ^^-^^^t^MMm 15

w^^A^mMii^m^^^^
if4pvf<^ w4^m ^
±1 V-.Tv^

ZO Igjfnf-^^ ^^^M vyy

Nf'^F^ ^^^'^
20

25

^ ^
EDQE

rf^^^€^ ^<U^





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI.

No. 2.

[Brit. Mus.. No. I2QI5.)

OBVERSE.

M^ ^ m
?4rr ^

^ ^p^^^^^
^pfri ^^^^^^H <̂^-

^ ^ ^ M ^— M
r ^j^ ^n ^ Jf>^

^#{ <j;^^«f |>-

REVERSE.

r tF-<<.;-[

1515

The rest of the reverse is

uninscribed.





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI.

No. 3.

tBRiT. Mus., No. 12818 J

OBVERSE.

10

15

rfHT >rS

M ,^
^^ ^ p^ v^ m^i.n
Tr^n-^^m M %
<iyiTP^^r^!Tr^ ^^^K
^j^f^ ^a^4<j>
rM:^H^__SWm&*
-CJT^ ^MJtH

4?ygafp^ .^
Ww^?^^

Hi Ml iI l
^

I * ' " •* M H SI
EDGE

15





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI.

No. 4.

[Brit. Mue.. No. 12817.1

OBVERSE.

,' V W/

I

iijj—I—'. . .1 /
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n ^^

[ -YyiJiP^-

:^m^%
,5^ O'

10

^^^'W
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LETTERS OF HAMMURABI.

No. 4.

IBhit. Mus., No. 12817.]

REVERSE.

10

'<F^i^ffg4nff^4gr
^ ^ ^ ^ ^.
.^IM^WMi^WJ^flW
^ PT rr<mr t^^
<F^?ff#<P«Hf^WlM^^
^E^^^-w^M sripr^^
ffg<^'^C iSfpff^^^̂
Tf^ ^ T^
<>;^^<^p^ '#^4jK

<jp ^q" f4
<! ^ -t-

^bteB^^^^U^^^^_^^^_^^^^U^^^^_

10
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v -J.' -r

vr

5f

No. 5.

[BniT. Mus.. No. 12818

OBVERSE.

^ rrv'^
**- ,-\ - - .

i^vt^,

\l^^'.H^I^^^

T[f^#<U^P^
\f^

10 ^^ 4 nr # M 10
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No. 5.

Urit. Mus., No. 12318.1

REVERSE

15

'»' yB?-6'^mu'rk ^ rrr

15

^mww ^]f^^^^Mf
—

j
iv ^^T ^ '^ 1

'^ — ^ ;—
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No. 6.

TSbit. Mus., No. 12821 ]

OBVERSE.

if^^^^fwlH
ff

fp^

10 Ml^^IE^^B

EDGEm
X

15

10
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No. 6.

[Brit. Mus.. No. 12821.1

REVERSE.

20 20

<Hm'r^ ^<^





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI

No. 7.

[Brit. Mua., No. 12826.]

OBVERSE.

w wfr ^ss^ M: ^i

n
^g_w^^i^^n

ft

pM t-

^?vg<^ P^i
'.".i.''.". V-

''

g^ ^
i°igr ^f< jt^-^w^m^

^ ^ ^
The reverse of the tablet is

aninscribed.
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No. 8.

[Brit. Mus., No. 12826 ]

OBVERSE.

^^ ^4: ^
'p^^^^^&^$w^0^^

ii- -i-J "nr-ii'!"::;''i-::::':.vjV:.V/.V; '
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LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 13

No. 9.

[Brit. Mus., No. 12826.]

REVERSE.

"Willi
w^\ ^i-:iy/<:<:\

w^M^i^ "wm
If4f-! V-

;v^.v;:(v

.fe*t!^

iWF^
f^n^ n^^^^^n^^ ^ ^

K) m^x^ ^t ^- ^ 10





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI U

No. 9.

[Brit. Mus., No. 12827.]

OBVERSE.

10

«?

m^'f<\^^^^<^''i '.

V: '.'•:

:.V..-.-:.'i.>.>«V

tsi"'l. fct-- -vl- ••:-• ~.V-

p^ 10

ffKppT^^^^R^m^F
^TfHT^a^r^;^^^^^



v_ .y



LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 15

No. 9.

[Brit, Mug., No. 12827.1

REVERSE.

4-^ ^^^MVf^M
15

>f<a
*.*•'- •'

.

« - 7 - ^p^ ^« r^
20 ^:^Jtte^

*^^»

15

20





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 16

No. 10.

[BriT. Mus., No. 12828.1

OBVERSE.

1 1. It

np^ ^mW^IMM
niK_K^^^^fi
r

:,>^mmk;;KiMi

^m ^^S!^f

n^v^'m
^^Tf^^^E^^^M'P^

ro ^% ^K—^l
EDGE

•*•••-

r' ••••"Ti

10





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 17

No. 10.

[BniT. Mus., No. 12828.1

REVERSE.

15

20

r^rrTTrrrr- TTSjrrTTrTT'!
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If-«T 5:lv

^ ^ Mi 15

<^ffP^^^<^||
M^E^fM

^^^^:

T^^ vir^^'Vr-'V-''':-
'';

^ ^ 20
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LETTERS OF HAMMURABI

No. 11.

[Brit. Mos , No. 12829]

OBVERSE.





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 19

No. 11.

[Brit. Mub., No. 12829.1

REVERSE.

—I 1.1— -I- I ,.
^—*1 I . ' . » . » . .*.. «. - •_• t_t • • "

15 m
r ?^p^,^j:^ii^
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^^<r5i^rf^lii

20
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LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 20

No. 12.

[Brit, mus., No. 12630]

OBVERSE.

\f^ ^:s^ m^

^^..IC^'^roi Wi
w^^m.

10

^,
r
^^^m \'V^Wm^

T i^-^^IM^m&ii.-

:fijv^:;--v.

^"^m^i-
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No. 12.

[Brit. Mus.. No. 12830.]

REVERSE.

M ^
15 r w^ ^^ w^
^^Mm^i f§f-^

^^ ^m^m0M
.r±

20 TF^ #W^P||i

15
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LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 22

No. 13.

[Brit. Mue'., No. 12832.]

OBVERSE.

10

Tf-^^r ^^ ^4 tji

v^ n
:,..^^ WC^^^^"^
W&KA.^^^W^

^K .f^i^iltlli

;dge .•.•.. .••••.
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LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 23

No. 13.

CSniT. Mus., No. 12832 1

REVERSE.

15

lfe.^4;^^^^f
20

15

#i^p€M^K-^^
;p-#i^^-^ ^

:« n
W^n^^^^w^ 20





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 24

No. 14.

[Brit. Mus., No. I283S.]

OBVERSE.

L\ •.••.•/: •: •••••-••;•• .'git

10 '^^v^'^m^^^ff^^^m

The reverse of the tablet is

uninscribed.
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No. 15.

[Bbit. Mus., No. 12837.]

OBVERSE.

wa^ fK^'
IP^^^
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15
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..-M^-
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No. 15.

[Brit. Mus., No. 12837.]

REVERSE.

r^iii^f'War'^N^ 1

rif^M^H<^^^

[^^\?ffiij^ 20





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 2T

No. 16.

[Suit. Mus.. No. IS838 ]

OBVERSE.

laf^^^^ ^,^^p^^^^g^
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*^;^^^t^^MT

A

v^:5^®^^ W^ ^
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The reverse of the tablet is

nninscribed.





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 7.8

No. 17.

[Brit. Mua., No. 12840.]

OBVERSE.

10
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LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 29

No. 17.

[Brit. Mus.. No. 12840.]

REVERSE.

1^r^"f^v^?f^
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^^^^^^i
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15
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No. 18.

[BnlT. Mus., No. 12B4I.]

OBVERSE.

10
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•••^•^H

M

No. 18.

(Brit. Mus., No. 12841 1

REVERSE.
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No. 19.

[Brit. Mus.. No. 12646.]

OBVERSE.

ffr^- M^
:# ^^=r n
^nwc^^m^"^
^MJM
^5MS^?< ^
<^<^K^t^

10 10

REVERSE.

The rest of the reverse is

uninBcribed.
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No. 20.

[Brit. Mus, No. 12849.1

OBVERSE.

WMM'W^M
i^:M^^'WK^MK9^

mm ^jR^^

IW^^B

The reverse of the tablet is

uninscribed.
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No. 21.

[Brit. Mu3., No. I28B2.]

OBVERSE.
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'<&-W.

mm ^ ^^m
•^t^K^::^:'•)^^

The reverse of tbe tablet is

uninscrihed.
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M^ ^l^ ^A

10

No. 22.

[Bbit. Mus . No. J23e5j

OBVERSE.
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No. 22.

[Brit. Mus., No 12856.]

REVERSE.
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No. 23.

[Brit. Mus., No 12863 ]

OBVERSE.
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No. 23.

[BniT. Mus., No. IZ863.]

REVERSE.
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LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 39

No. 24.

[Brit. Mus., No. 12864 1

OBVERSE.
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iffife^t 5i,^|^!||L

^H" ^
«c ^^^fM^^^l^^-^

^^
^ ^—

^

10 JIM





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 40

No. 24.

[Brit. Mus.. No 12864]

REVERSE

g^m ff^IH ^
^p^ <pg ^ r^

15 T.^B^a' ^^a
\fr4^nf^^Pi W^€>





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 41

No. 25.

[Bbit. Mus., No. 15329 )

OBVERSE.

^m^-f ^
w:v^^ ^mm.

r ^ ^-t 4^^'mi
r ,^m ^^mmm.
4^^^^= ^
m\fV^ r^^ffl^
P^^ g v^
r ^HF^^^ ^^

10 r ^^r^[ig-a^ff^^<^^ <jgf^^l>ff<f;g
.^PTTP^PMlW^Ii
r ^ <^^





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 42

No. 25.

[Brit. Mu3., No. 16329.1

REVERSE.

^^^m-^^^rf^M
15

20

if^^r-^^^m^ma
<^ ^ 51
^rfp^
^p4 nf v^mry^^^
M M.
AMA^L mmm

M
^P^ ,g^^:f vfc:

15

20





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 43

No. 26.

[Brit. Mus., No. 16848.]

OBVERSE.

rt^ '^m'^A ^-

^ ^
CT^ ff(P^^^^^^
r

^fHf« ^ff^^^
^'^^p-M K^Wf^ wf ^ <x;

r ^^44^^ pff

10 rf-^ v-A ^
tau^^^M^>«

^^1T ^
<C>f ^gF«

15

edge:
1^^^ CT

rp?f ^ 15





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 44

20

No. 26.

[Brit. Mus., No. 15348.]

REVERSE.

M "^ ^
mn^^mMfm^mi
Hr^^^^.^<iH' m

«r ^^ ^ Fff

^L^^^ ^P

20





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 45

No. 27.

[Brit Mus.. No. ISa62.]

OBVERSE.

ff.^ M^ m^
t^P^ M

#^^^mm^^w-^mw

^#%$^H'

-ip/P:





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 46

No. 27.

[Brit. Mus., No. 15862.]

REVERSE.

m^^^^^m^m^^
<fg W<<lf ff IH

y^r- p^
<rr4^ ^^iW;^^m<^





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 47

No. 28.

FBrit. Mus., No. 2SI20.1

OBVERSE.

10

ff^ ^1^^^^ <;^^^ ^
^n ^p^^^f^^
^^4>f- <;;:^;frff^^

a"wt>^^^^^i^tf^^»^f
ff^^g^^f^^" ^KH
vtm^^^^mV-^ ff^?mi^^
r^^f5;«f<^4ifj^«;f^j;r3W
^^if4r^ g|g|>^^f^

^^PtK^^^^^ggTTOHW
H i^ ^s;. ^
#y?^^^<H?g^Mp

!;r! ^ --W5

EDG-E

5^





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 48

No. 28.

[Brit. Mus., No. 23I20.I

REVERSE.

::':-f^J-^\j-fiyi

m ^ ^^ ^^
zo

M'i^Pt^ ff^4W^
<^^ffllg^ ^HT^^^^PJ^-^^
4^^ v^

^ p^^^

20

25 ^^a'^^^rf^H^^Hfff3

^ *
^rr^pr^#e^^igf^

; .<?p#pr ff-^ ^
iBpsaHf-ffF

30 <S^ 30





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 49

No. 29.

[Srit. Mus., No. 2SI22J

OBVERSE.

10

If^ ^^ ^^%^ ^
^^i^mm ^^^ ^

rsfl-p^

IiM^^feM'ME-
tfg-K irr

r ^^r^^^^i^-^
rsTiifc-

tf"«-

fr

.•.i*r:5rl..y.i:.iV.-:.r!s.'::.-;-.:.

^^ffl^ <- ^>^

10





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 50

No. 29.

[BRfT. Mus., No. 23122.1

OBVERSE (cont.).

r

15

»*WW^1!
ifg ^^

r <^^-^s^ ^ ^
20

iiimm

< v:30^^^





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 51

No. 29.

[BniT. Mus., No. 23122.]

REVERSE.

25

xif^^m^f^

rpgl^^^#?OrWSam
rnt>
raH^^WWTi^

30

^ff^jgff^l^ ^^gj
<r iP#f^Kff#'^^i

'fpfllii- ^|;^_f^^^^?^
35 ^35





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 51

No. 29.

[Brit. Mus., No. 23122 ]

REVERSE (oont.)

r ^i>'^<^^g;^ ^ . '<^A^m
^JS^ . J"

»H^ r-\ ^4'rKFl^
^,^^rrH?t-

V^ >—Cr 1r

'

T^yi^i. w^^ii
Mi < r^'^K'^^-ffi^^g^
?^pa^ wf K-^ ^^
ff^ ^4-^^ $^JE^j^^

mm-<





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI S3

iO

15

No. 30.

[Brit. Mus., No. 23123.

J

OBVERSE.

n^

r

tSi:"'

ift^S^K

B^S^^^^KK
^"^^^^^mmm

10

.gp^^g:lWgff<ft^^
--WP^^-P^

^:^.





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 54

No. 30.

(Brit. Mus., No. 23123.]

EDGE & REVERSE.

^^t^^wt;?^

psis?^:i^^i?^?^iisi

^M0^

25 i
fci:::};





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 65

No. 31.

[BniT. Mus., No. 23127,1

OBVERSE.

ft^

'^ww^:^^Wm^

jf^ ^^^ P
m Jtr ^H,.

The reverse of the tablet Is

aniuEcribed.





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 56

No. 32.

[Brit. Mua., No. 23129.]

OBVERSE.

10

Sir

i^^is^^^^^
i<^mm

;. T. ..^. .1.. .;.

.

iKPl^.^.:l^i^i
F'.-. KC'iK-Aj

10

The reverse of the tablet is

uninscribed.





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 57

No. 33.

[Brit. Mus., No. 23130.]

OBVERSE.

10

15

jg:
M^ m.'^M^ n n
.r^^^^^i:^ ^i^^^

^mMl^'w^ m^ '^p^

m^M^ ^fC- /r^

i.><^H^^^M^ ^p(

n w^^^^' yf
r ,

rrr r^vP

^^^^<- ffif ^#r-^#- 10

^^
^ g^ s^ ^
:a'j^^^g^pc ^̂

^— "W^^H;
mi^p^ ^ 15





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI S8

No. 33.

[BniT. Mus., No. 23130.]

REVERSE.

to

w^ %- ^[_ p^
^^^^H^t^^p^r^g^^^
FO'P^M^^ffP^^^TFH-^#
^a- ^^^^^^pg

20

T^^M^ ^p
<m,m^^

^^m^mm ^m^ <"^< ^ t-^

.- .-jfg-^^
i-r

25

30





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI S9

No. 34.

[Brit. Mus.. No. 23131.]

OBVERSE.

m m^ ^A

^n ^^^ n

M^^mf:^^ ^^^r- vmK^
<i^^ ^ ^^
W V=^ ^T? ^«^
m^^r Mjbm^^^
rf^^vi^^^^i^^^^

^^n^^^
<^





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 60

No. 34.

[Bbit. Mus.. No. 23131.]

REVERSE.

15 jf^ <w arrfgLff.^
FT^Hv^Mf mm^
'^\f^^^m

15

K M. ^ ^
20 4^^

^;^n g^#^'^<H
25 g ^ ^H?-;^nr<^

<^^m-6.^ \f^
^^ p^ > p^ <><

20

25





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 61

No. 35.

[BRiT. Mus., No 23136}

OBVERSE.

rf>-«T ^^ ^^ ri$-

^ rfF=T X^
;q-H ^ p^t^^^R
^n^p>^^^^^m^

pf teuJET-.-.-.

10
v'..^-"^"'P'-

10

REVERSE.

The rest of the reverse is

uninscribed.





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 62

No. 36.

[BniT. MU9.. No. 23144.1

OBVERSE.

n^ ^^ m
^

v^^ ^^^^nn
r«c<f ^^pg-^^^
m ^;^'f^M^^
wr^ ^p^^mmm

gj :^ K ^.
jf^ ^^v^\ft>

^ ^
10 <3^.^ ^^^^j^^lHi
p^rf^^tLI>^ ff^Hll

r ^^ ^^

10

REVERSE.

15

^ t^^'
^^ #>->-4' ^ «k̂ 15

The rest of the reverse is

uninscribed.





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 63

No. 37.

[Brit. Mus.. No. 23145 ]

OBVERSE.

IT^ ^^ ^^
^ ^
^^ ^^^^Fi^

^^ mm^^^
^4F^ M'^r^n
^p4it^4^M^
^^^^K-Xv<4-^

10 m' ^ ^ M^
^wt ^^p^^M^^rf

10

REVERSE.

^
ff^ ^ ^

T?^
The rest of the reverse is

uninscribed.





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 64

No. 38.

[BRlf. Mus,. No. 2SI47.]

OBVERSE.

(0

mwA ^

x^n wtk^ g^H
^^ < Y ^"^ ^^

iJ t < '' ' ' '- "p- I
«

<r< .'^ ^ ^ ^
^rit>^,^n^^^m^"^^
^^f^ Miir^^^^n





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 66

No. 38.

[Brit. Mus., No. 23147]

REVERSE.

m
r rf p^^M^pr^
W^S^^M^^
[WP^fff^gTH^-HfifiMPr
PE'^pT4

.TT'iftijr 4!^«
^^ ^ ^^^K
%^r 'W 10

r ^vfH?r?^s^ ^ IH
^^ ^^^P«^^^^
r ^^^r-jt^^Kif^^^
EDCE ^^

5 -'-r

^K-r^ wf^^
*

L H *i I
M l--iLWi

^
fcpl ^ L '* ''^^

15





LETTERS OF HAMMURABt 66

No. 39.

CBhit. Mus.. No. 23l4e3

OBVERSE.

4^ PE^-t^

j^=r ^
^^^^f^K
^p-w^w^

^ ^ ^ ^

10
m





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI g;

No. 39.

[Brit. MUS., No. 23148.1

REVERSE.

rf^ T^ ^^^<^
m\^ ^ ^^K^^
^ p^4.ff ^ ^

's. ^ ^ r^ ^
«^-^ jH /w

I

?^^lT<t<$;iP
^ ^^^<^

20 r ^ 1^^ ^

15

20





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 68

No. 40.

Cbrit. Mus., No. 23162]

OBVERSE.

fm
^ PT nn

iO

a^ ^<A^^^n
[f^ p^rf4^^^^^#JH<^

^- M B'

p^^^ff ^^^^^';-

^ K ^ ^ lit ^

^^ r^ ;^ ^^ <xf

10





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 69

No. 40.

[Brit MUS.. No. Z3I62.]

REVERSE.

gB<f ^^^p^^^«:4
ff^ ^nf^

15 ^^ n ^x
^ff r:^^?^F«vgL|>a
ff ^t
^a'i^

^

15

«€^ffff1 ^M^
20 g <X ^ 20

rf^^^^<X^v^^[<i
^^^^ ^^^:^-^





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 70

10

No. 41.

CBrit. Mus., No. 23IS3.]

OBVERSE.

I J I I »

fS^^

J&. -: -r

^^

r -^m p^-

r'ww^ is>!^-
T^ <^ ^
r .^^

i^igm '"'''" ^
\f^ ^ ^ fp





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI

15

No. 41.

[BniT. Mus., No. 23163.]

REVERSE.

M. M ^>f<
^^^"mw-^w
<mf^^^^^«F

< ^ ff( vfR mi
15





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 72

No. 42.

[Brit. Mus., No. 23IS4.]

OBVERSE.

FMT^SM:
^n ^P^^^-

10





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI ^^

No. 42.

[B'rjt. Mus., No. 23154]

OBVERSE (cont.).





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI. 74

No. 42.

[Brit. Mus.. No. 23(54.1

REVERSE (cont.)-

m ^ ^ K^<:^
« W ^ m^^^'^

^ i^#^4<^
ffr^^^ffS^^K-

W ^ ^ ^^
^ ^^^^

3° ^ M ff ^ ^?^

25

30

a'^ff'fff ^^<^^^t^

- ^>*" >tr l'
> \ Ai r-i—1 ! »*i W — ! ^i' —

'

i I rt *

—

^ r «. «M'

n il r I h ^.^jajiji^^





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 75

No. 43.

[Brit. Mus., No. 23169.1

OBVERSE.

W-^ #i^^^#p^^
sq-^ ^^tH^5=i^
^Jimmr ^^'jIM'fMS,^
p^W'^^Hj^^^mw-^

^\f^ vt ^
fSf

» r «^"f^lf>f^ITr^'"'
"""""'•^^

^<w^r^Kr^^.
-1

71





LETTERS OF. HAMMURABI 76

No. 43.

[Brit. Mus., No. 23169]

OBVERSE (oont.).

f 1
' I M iw ii'\tf ^ llt t ll . • ! ,1, fjf

cdqe:
^ *' ^

REVERSE.

. .-...'.'iiji.'..

15

^;^?;^^^;: ,
- ^<n 'p:

?^sl<W-^ ^ ^fegC
ff^<^--H ^IF

\f^^^\^^n^

15





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 77

No. 43,

[bbit. Mul.. No. aaiss.J

REVERSE (fiont.}.

20 ffjf^wf^?^
r<fflra'gEF^^;ffF

^^c^M^I ?^^^}<
\f.^^^m
r f^n^ ^ f? ^

2S rf^^?f^j^rHPH<p$H^
v^ ^ 4T ^
/"^f^F^?^if^^R5F

' .,.'"< M ^
bioCtE:

P^^^^ Tf^ ?^f^F^
30 ^ <J^ ^^ 30





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 78

No. 44.

[Brit. Mus., No. 23337J

OBVERSE.

Tf^r ^^ ^A :li^jfcU

;̂;T^ ^p^v^^^^
?^rt^^rf F^^Hifff^^
K?^;T^^?^ ^J^*^
^f»^-^^:
^^ ^y 4f^ ;ff,agff

<m F^ «%y^^
^ #- ^ ^

10 ^ ^
!fr^4 :^

10

-'<^ ^ :tfr ^ ^
The reverse of the tablet is

uninscribed.





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI ^9

No. 45.

ll. O. M.J

OBVERSE.

\f^ ^^^ ^
^ ^^ ^
^^ ^;^^^^^

#^f ^ ^

^^ -i^4^^

10 ^^ pg: ^4 ^
REVERSE.

Tf «^^=^

ffr^- g ^^ <^^r
#^ ^ ^t^^^

The rest of the reverse is

uninscribed.





LETTERS OF HAMMURABI 80

No. 46.

OBVERSE.

10

ff.^ i^W ^ '^

^^ n
pq-^^p^^^r^^
np-^^^

^ ^ ^^ ?sp4

<f pg^ -#

r
10

'^#^W#f^
?i^;;v•j:^v.^:^^tv'.^':^.^A

The reverse of the tablet is

uninscribed.





LETTER OF SINIDINNAM 81

No. 47.

[Bbit, Mus., No. 1286eJ

OBVERSE.

ff^
^ wm

^K ,£jp^^4'jl

n=^ p^ ^ ^
^ m

The reverse of the tablet is

uninscribed.





LETTER TO THE WIFE OF SINIDINNAM 82

No. 48.

feu. 91-5-9, 1018.]

OBVERSE.

i*" •.

;b-j

H ^ IT
'€>^

^^^.ij^^n^^
'

5^ ^ pp^ ^-^4^^"f4
^<m^<f n
^^m If4^
^^^Hf^^MfM'<^
fflT w-^^ ^'^ V—

i^<^p^^^^^
EDGE

10 I^M ^ ^ 10





LETTER TO THE WIFE OF SINIDINNAM 83

No. 48.

IBu. 91-6-9, 1018.

1

REVERSE

15 ^r^^M n:^^^ 15

^M'^^^Klf^^W^
^gr ^ n

EDGE

-pf:^^ ^^ If ^
20 ,

— p-^ t^- 20

Mp*-> ^>t^ ll "f I ' T '
I^^^ ^ w





LETTER OF SAMSUILUNA 84

10

15

No. 49.

[Brit. Mus.. No. I393B.I

OBVERSE.

^ ^^r^ .a
pq-a" ^;^;g'^g^^
$ ^ i?^^^-^m'ff^4^rm;^
^^ ^pff fg[^

;^^
m^^4^^^^^^^^
^ l^" ^ m^

?^ \fAm<w^^-^^m'A^^
M^^^y^ M"ff^^

^ gf ^
^^ ^ 15

The reverse of the tablet is

uninscribed.





LETTEf?S OF AMMIZADUGA 85

No. 50.

[Bbit Mus., No. I729S.]

OBVERSE.

'^^ ^

q^ :^<^f^^
' ' '11(1 , 1 I

' ll fi !

•p" >i

H f ^^
V^ ^^H^





LETTERS OF AMMIZADUGA 86

No. 50.

[Brit. Mus., No. I7298.J

OBVERSE (cont.).

15

\f^^m^
;^]f^v^^^^^^ 4!lr If ^ ^
tf^ ^^eL<i^^«
^ ^A-:,-v;x-*^

^i***^*Aj****.^faA«ih iiiM.i—*w*iail*****Jii^J^^^

15

REVERSE.

^^ ^^^M r^





LETTERS OF AMMIZADUGA 87

No. 51.

[Brjt. Mus., No. 17334.]

OBVERSE.

10

J





LETTERS OF AMMIZADUGA 88

No. 51.

IBrit. Mu3., No. 17334.1

REVERSE.





LETTERS OF AMMIZADUGA 89

No. 52.

FBoit Mus., No. 17416]

OBVERSE.

""'"«
..

mma

^, , n "^

The reverse of the fragment is

nninscribed.





LETTERS OF AMMIZADUGA 90

No. 53.

[Bhit. Mus , No. I7S3I.J

OBVERSE.

The reverse of the fragment is

uninscribed.





LETTERS OF AMMIZADUGA 91

No. 54.

[Bu. 91-5-9, 329.1

OBVERSE.

^^rr ^
' ^<<Jp Ff^^ ^--

-^mf^
i »'i* ¥ NM '

I^If#C^^ ^?Wf^^^
^r-j-?:^ ^ ^rf >^

r

Lf^ ^:^^rw^
10 ptt s^ ^

irtt^t ...p^i ^ 1

i^

10

H^^^^^HI





LETTERS OF AMMIZADUGA 92

\'5

No. 54.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 329.J

OBVERSE (cont.).

r ^ If ^ ^
g ^ ^
^ rf

'^^;^^ P^ i<
' ^^Tf ^ ^-' ^

' ' :>;:; V:^.^^:^::^^V..:.^ v/-::i.g

15

REVERSE.

—I- II II

The rest of the reverse is

broken.





LETTERS OF AMMIDITANA 93

No. 55.

[Bu. 91-6-9. 32S.1

OBVERSE.

Wy^





LETTERS OF AMMIDITANA 9*

No. 55.

LBu. 91-S-S. 325.J

OBVERSE (cont.)

15

20

\f^





LETTERS OF AMMIDITANA 9G

No. 56.

[Bu. 91-5-9, 340.J

OBVERSE

V

r ^ ^<
^ff n

;^ ^<I^^CT^ ^
^F^g<^^»w^ig^iy-^^
^^^ ^^M<^ ^^g^n

ffHF- ^tfT

rHr-<F^?:^i>->f<-WF^<mM!f^
10 ^ ^
^^^ m^M-P^

10

15





LETTERS OF AMMIDITANA 96

No. 56.

tBu. 91-6-9, 840 J

OBVERSE (cont).

^
•edceT
m^^L P>1%i

REVERSE.

^1^ ?ff|
zo

25

rFT ,r

TH'<^^rtM=c^
pF^i^^^'tr^X'!

jp<ffl^<r
M' P^^W^^5f^5Ha

The rest of the i-everse is

uainscribed.





INSCRIPTIONS OF HAMMURABI. 97

No. 57.

[Brit Mu9., No. I22'6]

COL I.

H <

^Kg^' r^ ^
la^:^'^'^^'^'

:^ ^>- ^^ t4

w^'^m p>fM H"^

f?^"4-t^'-^^ j:^

10

DupUcoIes :B = ««h M^^ .^No.m^S;C= fiyihMuA
.,
'o. U2.tJV; O

Ya.ria.nts : I. S£ ^^p fl^.- 2. 3 ^^C^, DE^ -

PF; B ^^jC ^". ;7.J2«tt. eJ^f<icCotj SCO -c^i^ «.,i,-8,6

.^-9./aCEFa.4^.^n.ajI>a-6 U^ M-i". - TO. So^i:«.h.S.- rf.SCD

BCDF.U, i/n.71 3.- lb C£F^^"^ ""^





INSCRIPTIONS OF HAMMURABI. 98

15

20

No. 57.

[Brit. Mub., No. I22r6.]

COL. I. (cont.).

m=^
Wl^ ^" HiH" ^"
m>^* ^ ^— >M

TVXf 4- M"
<^ 4^ f^-

ffl-"^ P^'^-^J^M'
rf W'J^ ^#" Hf-f"

15

20

il.SoFi BCE ^ — &Sl. ^oEj SCDF #f.-25.B

^H^-i9. 8D l^j E ^.- SO. PE^.- St.Bj^
C^^:^:^^.— 32.acl'^^"-2.-3S.BDE**^n.T.— 54-.





INSCRIPTIONS OF HAMMURABI. 99

No. 57.

[srit. MOs., No. 12216.]

COL. I. (cont.).

1^4"^ P4^'





INSCRIPTIONS OF HAMMURABI. too

30

35

No. 57.

[BnlT. Mus., No. I22ie-]

COL II. (cont.-).

Jf^^- ^^ ^^ r^
i^

g^^# ^ffK" <^
4W ^"4^ ^"<ir^'

^ ;^ m^^H^^i^
j^^^ ^^^\fip
g 4^^ ^ <F M
/K P^"-^ ^"^
<^ WC^^4^^

F mI^.- 6-8.de «#f.-S9.BC;a.4iv,.7u.6^C ^3,E^'

30

35

<:,— nm I lE

*^''
'.— 69.SCE^.-7D.DE<w,i«.7v.r.-7r.BCE

^:^«..z.-r*-BC ^ffl^,D^fi#, eM^^i





INSCRIPTIONS OF HAMMURABI. 101

40

45

No. 57.

[Brit. Mus., No. 12216.1

COL. II. (cont.).

ff^" If -p^
"^m^ rn^'w
^"M ,^::-

[fK^°^^I^K^
86

Mt^
^ ^ ^^U^W

40

45

76-. Kc^'^n.T.-76.CD '^Wr- 77 B P^'j^F^

tnou- e-^tft-.- 7S.CDF ?^.- 79 .B ^M>,CF4P;

94.D »5^.— 86". C »-<tJ E:F ^^—86.CT)a^ C^n.Z-

ST.OrxiW^ Jv F. - 88. S ^, C jS",dM;eM,P^





INSCRIPTIONS OF HAMMURABI. 102

No. 58.

[Brit. Mus., No. 12212.1

COL. I.

^^.^-^ ^ ^
1^' ^^ ^
m^'m^ m #
m^^^'m v^

^ ^irf f

K^^X ^w- ^m-
8 ^^ n^x^

^ O ^ ^y
10 P:^^ £^ ^ffi"^ 10
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No. 58.

[Brit. Mug., No. I22I2.J

COL. I. (cont.).
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No. 58.

CBrit. Mus., No. 12212.]

COL. II.
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No, 58.

[Brit Mus., No. 12212 ]

COL. II. (oont.).
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No. 59.

[81-8-30, 9.]

OBVERSE.
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No. 59.

[81-8-30, 9.]

REVERSE.
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No. 60.

[But. Mus., No. 85.1

PLAN OF THE INSCRIPTION.
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No. 60.

[bhit. Mu9., No 85.1

COL. I., a and b-
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No. 60.

IBbit. Mus., No. 85.1

COL. I., a and b (cont.)
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No. 60.

[Brit, MU3.. No. 85.1

COL. I., a and b (cont.).
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No. 60.

[Brit Mus.. Nu. 85.

J

COL. IL, a and b.
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No. 60.

[Bbit. Mu9., No. 85.]

COL. II., a and b (cont.).
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No. 60.

[brit. Mus., No. BS.]

COL. II., a and b (cont.).
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No. 60.

[Brit. Mus., No. 8e.]

COL. III., b; and COL. IV., a and b-
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No. 60.

[Brit. Mus., No. SB.]

COL. III., b (cont.); and COL. IV., a and b (cont.)
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No. 60.

[Brit. Mus., No 8S.]

COL. IV., a and b (oont.).
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10

No. 61.

[Bhit. Mus.. No. I206S.1

OBVERSE.
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No. 61.

Cbrit. Mus., No. 12068,1

OBVERSE (cont.).
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No. 61.

[Brit. Mus., Nor. 12068.1

REVERSE (cont.).
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No 62.

[BniT. Mus., No. 12219.]

OBVERSE.
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15

20

No. 62.

[Brit. Mus., No. 12219.]

OBVERSE (cont.).
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30

35

No. 62.

[Bbit. MuS., No. 12219.]

REVERSE (oont.).
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No. 63.

[brit. Mus., No. 121.]
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No. 64.

[Brit. Mus., No. 224S5.1
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No. 65.

[Brit. Mua., No. 22466.1
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No. 66.

[8rit. Mus., No. 224S4.]

COL. I.
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No. 66.

[BnlT. Mus., No. 224S4.1

COL. II.
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No. 67.

[Brit. Mus„ N . 1667.]
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No 68.

[80-r|-|2, 329.1

OBVERSE.
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No. 69.

(Bu. 88-5-12, 48.]

OBVERSE.
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No. e9.

[Bu. 88-5-12, 48.]

OBVERSE (cont.).
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No. 69.

[Bu. 88-5-12, 48.]

REVERSE (cont.).
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No. 70.

CBrit. Mus., No. 26295.1

OBVERSE.
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[Bbit. Mus;, No. 262SS.]
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LUZAC and Co.,

Fublishers to the India Office, the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, the University of Chicago, etc.

(With Index)

1740

LONDON

:

LUZAC & Co.

46 GREAT RUSSELL STREET (Opposite the British Museum).



MESSRS. LUZAC «Sz Co. having been appointed

OFFICIAL AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF IN-

DIAN GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS and

PUBLISHERS TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE
FOR INDIA IN COUNCIL, are able to supply at

the shortest notice all Works published by the GO-
VERNMENT OF INDIA.

They have also been appointed OFFICIAL EN-
GLISH AGENTS AND PUBLISHERS to the

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL, and THE
UNIVERSITY OP CHICAGO, and keep all Works

published by the above Society and University in stock.

ORIENTAL STUDENTS are invited to submit to-

Messrs. LUZAC & Co, their MANUSCRIPTS for

publication before sending them elsewhere.

Messrs. LUZAC and Co. are able to Supply, at

the Shortest Notice and most favourable Terms, all

English, Foreign, and Oriental Books and Perio-

dicals. Monthly Lists Issued Regularly and Sent

Gratis on Application.

Messrs. LUZAC and Co. have a Large Stock of New
and Second-hand Oriental Works, of which they issue

regularly Lists and Catalogues, which are to be had on.

application.



COMPLETE LIST OF

BOOKS AND PERIODICALS,
PUBLISHED AND SOLD BY

LUZAC and Co.

American Journal of Theology. Edited by Mem-
bers of the Divinity Faculty of the University of

Chicago. Vol. I. (Vol. II in progress). Quarterly. An-
nual Subscription. 14.S. 6d.

"The theologians of America are attempting to supply a real need...

it aims at a complete presentation of all recent theological work ... we
give it a hearty welcome, as a scheme likely to prove of real utility to

theological students and to the cause of truth." — Guardian.

American Journal of Semitic Languages and Lite-

ratures (continuing Hebraica). Edited by William R.

Harper and the Staff of the Semitic Department of

the University of Chicago. Vol. I—XIII. (Vol. XIV in

progress). Published quarterly. Annual subscription. 14.^.

American Journal of Sociology. Vol. I—III. (Vol.

'IV in progress). Published ^quarterly. Annual subscrip-

tion, los. 6d.

Anandas'rama Sanskrit Series. — Edited by Pan-

dits of the Anandas'rama. Published by Mahadeva

Chimnaji Apte, B.A., LL.B., Pleader High Court, and
Fellow of the University of Bombay. Nos. i to 35.

In 42 Vols. Royal 8vo. Price of the set £ 16. Single

Vols, at different prices.



Luzac & Co's Publications.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, Journal of. Messrs Luzac
and Co are the sole agents for Great Britain and
America of the Asiatic Society of Bengal and can

supply the continuation of the Journal at 3*. each

No., of the Proceedings at is. each No. As they

keep a large stock of the Journal and Proceedings,

they can also supply any single No. at the published

price.

Assab'iniyya. — A philosophical Poem in Arabic by
Musa B. Tubi. Together with the Hebrew Version

and Commentary styled Batte Hannefes by Solomon
Immanuel Dapiera. Edited and translated by Hartwig
HiRSCHFELD. 8vo. pp. 61. 2s. 6d. net.

Assyrian and Babylonian Letters. 4 vols, See:
Harper.

Aston (^A^. G.) — A Grammar of the Japanese Writ-

ten Language. Second Edition, enlarged and improved.

Roy. 8vo. Cloth, pp. 306. (Published 28j.) Reduced-
Price, i8j.

Aston (W^. G.) — A Short Grammar of the Japanese
Spoken Language. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. Cloth,

pp. 212. (Published 12s.) Reduced-Price, js. 6d.

Babylonian and Oriental Record. (The) — A
Monthly Magazine of the Antiquities of the East.

Edited by Prof. Terrien de Lacouperie. Vol. I

—

VL (Vol. VII in progress). Published monthly. Single

Numbers, i*. 6d. each.

Babylonian Magic and Sorcery. See: King.

Bana's Kadambari. Translated, with Occasional Omis-
sions, with a full Abstract of the Continuation of the
Romance by the Author's Son Bhushanabhatta, by
C. M. Ridding. 8vo. Cloth, pp. XXIV, 232. los.

Bana's Harsa Carita. An Historical Work, translated

from the Sanskrit, by E. B. Cowell and F. W. Thomas.
8vo. Cloth, pp. XIV, 284. los.



Luzac and Go's Publications

Bezold (Ch.) — Oriental Diplomacy: being the

transliterated Text of the Cuneiform Despatches
between the King of Egypt and Western Asia in the

XVth. century before Christ, discovered at Tell el

Amarna, and now preserved in the British Museum.
With full Vocabulary, grammatical Notes, &c., by
Charles Bezold. Post 8vo. Cloth, pp. XLIV, 124.

i8j. net.

"For the Assyriologist the book is a servicable and handy supplement to

the British Museum volume on the Tell El-Amarna tablets. The author

is specially skilled in the art of cataloguing and dictionary making and

it is needless to say that he has done his work well".— The Academy.

"Die in dem Hauptwei-ke (The Tell el Amarna Tablets in the British

Museum with autotype Facsimiles, etc.) vermisstte Transcription des

Keilschrifttextes der Tafeln, sowie ein sehr ausfiihrliches, mituntur die

VoUstandigkeit einer Concordanz erreichendes Vocabulary bietet die

Oriental Diplomacy von C. Bezold, das eben deshalb gewissermassen

als Scllltissel zu dem Publicationswerke betrachtet werden' kann." —
Liter. Centralblatt.

„Wichtig und sehr niitzlich vor allem wegen der Einleitung und des

Worterverzeichnisses . . . Transkription und kurze Inhaltsangabe der Briefe

sehr zweckmassig .... eine anerkennenswerthe Leistung."

Deutsche Litterattiraeiitmg.

Biblia. — A Monthly Magazine, devoted to Bi-

blical Archaeology and Oriental Research. Vol. I—X.

(Vol. XI in progress). Published monthly. Annual Sub-

scription, 5^.

Biblical World (The) — Continuing the Old and New
Testament Student. Edited by William R. Harper.
New Series. Vol. I—X. (Vol. XI and XII in progress).

Published monthly. Annual Subscription, los. 6d.

"The Biblical World makes a faithful record and helpful critic of

present Biblical Work, as well as. an efficient practical and positive

independent force in stimulating and instructing the student, preacher

and teacher"

Bibliographical List of Books on Africa and
the East. Published in England. 2 Vols. Vol. I. Con-

taining the Books published between the Meetings

of the Eighth Oriental Congress at Stockholm, in 1889,

and the Ninth Congress in London in 1892. Vol. II.

Containing the Books published between the Meetings



Luzac & Go's Publications.

of the Ninth Oriental Congress in London, in 1892,

and the Tenth Oriental Congress at Geneva, in 1894.

Systematically arranged, with Preface and Author's

Index, by C. G. Luzac. i2mo. each Vol. is.

Bibliotheca Indica. — Messrs Luzac & Co. are

agents for the sale of this important series and keep
most of the numbers in stock.

Blackden (M. W.) and G. W. Frazer. — Col-
lection of Hieratic Graffiti, from the Alabaster

Quarry of Hat-Nub, situated near Tell El Amarna.
Found December 28th. 1891, copied September, 1892.

Obi. pp. 10. 10s.

Buddha^hosuppatti ; or, Historical Romance of
the Rise and Career of Buddaghosa". Edited

and translated by James Gray, Professor of Pali.

Rangoon College. Two Parts in one. Demy 8vo. Cloth.

pp. VIII, 75 and 36. 6s.

Budge (E. A. Wallis) — The Laughable Stories
collected by Bar-Hebraeus. The Syriac Text
with an Ehglish Translation, by E. A. Wallis Budge,
Litt. D., F. S. A., Keeper of the Department of

Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities, British Museum.
8vo. Cloth. 21 s. net. [Luzac's Semitic Texts and Trans-

lation Series, Vol. I].

"Dr. Budge's book will be welcome as a handy reading book for

advanced students of Syriac, but in the mean time the stories will be an
addition to the literature of gnomes and proverbs, of which so many are

found in India, and in Persian, Hebrew and Arabic, although not yet

published. We are happy to say that Dr. Budge's new book is well

edited and translated as far as we can judge"- — Athencsum.

"The worthy Syrian Bishops idea of humour may excite admiration
when we hear that he collected his quips in the grey dawn of the

middle ages". — Pall Mall Gazette.

"Man sieht, das Buch ist in mehr als einer Hinsicht interessant, und
wir sind Budge fur die Herausgabe aufrichtig dankbar. — Lit. Centralb.

"Sous le titre de Ricits amusants., le celfebre polygraphe syrien Bar-
hebraeus a r^uni une collection de sept cent vingt-sept contes, divisfis

en vingt chapitres et renfermant des aphorismes, des anecdotes et des
fables d'animaux ayant un caractere soit moral, soit simplement r^cr6-

atif. Le livre nous 4tait connu par quelques specimens publics pr^cS-
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dement. M. Budge, qui a d^ja rendu tant de services aux lettres syria-

ques, vient d'^diter I'ouvrage entier avec une traduction anglaise

En tous cas, M. B. a eu raison de ne pas faire un choix et de donnev
I'ouvrage en son entier .... Les aphorismes, Merits dans un style concis

et avec, une pointe dont la finesse n'est pas toujours sensible, pr^sen-

tent des difficult^s de traduction dont M. B. a g6n6ralement triompli6."—
Revue Critiqiie.

"E questo un libro singolare, appartemente ad un genere assai scarso

nella letteratura siriaca, quantuuque cosi ricca, ciofe a quello dell'amena

letteratura. Bar Ebreo scrisse questo libro nella vecchiaia, o forse allora

mise insieme e ordin6 estr atti che avea prese nelle lunghe letture da

lui fatte, di tanto opere e cosi svariate .... I cultori degli studi siriaci

saranno assai grati al Dr. Budge per questo suo novello contribute;

I'edizione per carte e per tipi h veramente bellissima." — La Cultura,

Budge, see Luzac's Semitic Text and Trans-
lation Series. Vols. I, III, V and VII.

Cappeller (Carl) — A Sanskrit-English Dictio-
nary. Based upon the St. Petersburg Lexicons. Royal

8vo. Cloth, pp. VIII, 672 [Published £ i. is\. Reduced
to \os. 6d.

"Linguistic and other students should hail with satisfaction the pu-

blication of a cheap and handy Sanskrit-English Dictionary, such as is

now to be found in the new English edition of Prof. Cappeller's San-

skrit-German 'Worterbuch,' recently published by Messrs. Luzac. The

book is well adapted to the use of beginners, as it specially deals with

the text usually read in commencing Sanskrit ; but it will be of use also

to philological students — or such as have mastered the Nagari character

— as it includes most Vedic words, a great desideratum in many earlier

dictionaries, especially such as were founded on native sources. The basis

of the present work is, on the contrary, the great lexicon of Boethlingk

and Roth with the addition of compound forms likely to be of service

to beginners." — Athenaum.

"The English edition of Prof. Cappeller's Sanskrit Dictionaiy is some

thing more than a mere translation of the German edition. It includes

the vocabulary of several additional texts; many compounds have been

inserted which are not given in the Petersburg lexicons; and some im-

provements have been made in the arrangement. The errors enumerated

by the reviewer of the Academy have for the most part been corrected,

though a few still remain The book is certainly the cheapest, and,

for a beginner, in some respects the best, of existing Sanskrit-English

dictionaries." — Academy.

"Professor CAPPELLER furnishes the Student of Sanskrit, if not with a

complete Lexicon, — for that he tells us, was not his object, — still

with a handy and yet very full vocabulary of all the words occurring in-

the texts which . are generally studied in that language. His plan is to

avoid all unnecessary complications, to give each word in such a manner
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as to show its formation, if it is not itself a stem. It is not merely aa

English version of the author's Sanskrit-German Dictionary, nor merely

an enlarged edition of the same; it is a new work, with a distinct plan

and object of its own. We can recommend it to the Sanskrit student as-

a sufficient dictionary for all practical purposes, which will enable him
to dispense with larger and more costly and complicated Lexicons till

he has acquired a considerable proficiency in this difficult and scientific

language." — Asiatic Quarterly Review.

Geylon. A Tale of Old See: Sinnatamby.

Chakrabarti (J. Ch.) — The Native States of India.

8vo. Cloth, pp. XIV, 274. With Map. 5.r. net.

Cool (W.) — With the Dutch in the East. An
Outline of the Military Operations in Lombock, 1894,

Giving also a Popular Account of the Native Charac-

teristics, Architecture, Methods of Irrigations, ,Agri-

cultural Pursuits, Folklore, Religious Customs and a

History of the Introduction of Islamism and Hinduism
into the Island. By Capt. W. CooL (Dutch Engineer),

Knight of the Order of Orange Nassau; decorated

for important War Services in the Dutch Indies;

Professor at the High School of War, the Hague.
Translated from the Dutch by E. J. Taylor. Illustrated

by G. B. Hoover. Late Lieut. Col. of the Dutch
Indian Army; Knight of the Military Order, of Wil-

liam; decorated for important War Services in the

Dutch Indies. Roy. Svo. Cloth. 21s.

"There are, it is to be feared, but few books published in this country

from which English readers can obtain information as to the doings of

the Dutch in their Eastern colonies. — For this reason we are glad that

Capt. Cool's account of the Lombock expedition has been translated." —
Athenieum.

"The book contains an interesting account of the Balinese and Sassak

customs, and throws some light on the introduction of the Mahomedan
and Hindu religions into Lombock . . , The translation by Miss E. J. Taylor
is satisfactory, and some of the illustrations are excellent."— The Times.

"Lombock forms a small link in the long chain of volcanic lands . .

.

To folklorists and students of primitive religions it has always presented

many attractive features . . . They will be much interested in the local

traditions recorded in the volume before us. Miss Taylor's version deserves

a word of recognition, and the general equipment of the' book is credi-

table to the Amsterdam press. There is a good index."' — Academy.
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"The author not only describes the military operations, but gives a full

history of Lombock and its people. Much curious information as to a land
very much out of the vi-ay and little knovifn to English readers is given.

In addition the account of the actual warfare is full of incident. The
book is freely illustrated." — Yorkshire Daily Post.

"This is a work which will no doubt attract considerable attention,

both in the West and throughout the East. Miss Taylor has acquitted
herself as a translator with rare ability and taste, and the comprehensive
and excellent way in which the work is illustrated adds an additional

charm to what is at once the most entertaining and most attractive chapter

of Netherlands Indian history." — European Mail.

"Besides containing a great deal of information concerning this hitherto

very slightly known island and its inhabitants, Captain Cool's volume is

profusely and excellently illustrated . . . Miss Taylor's translation of it is

fluent and thoroughly readable." — Glasgow Herald.

Cowell, E. B., See: Bana's Harsa Carita.

Cowper (B. H.) Principles of Syriac Grammar. Trans-
lated arid abridged from the work of Dr. HoFFMANN.
8vo. Cloth, pp. 184. 7 J. 6d.

Cust (R. N.) ^ The Gospel Message or Essays, Ad-
dresses, Suggestions and Warnings of the different

aspects of Christian Missions to Non Christian Races and
peoples. Svo. pp. 494. Paper 6j. 6d. Cloth, js. 6d.

". . . . There are few objects of controversy in missionary matters which
are not very fully discussed by Dr. CusT, and if we not infrequently

differ from him we gladly thank him for copious information and the

benefits of his long experience". — Gtiardian.

"It .is a big book, it ranges over a very wide field, and it is never

•dull or dry". — Expository Times.

"The scheme is so comprehensive as to include almost every detail

of the missionary enterprise. Every essay is stamped, of course with the

personality of its author, whose views are expressed with characteristic

force and clearness"- — The Record.

Cust (R. N.) — Essay on the Common Features
which appear in all Forms of Religious belief.

Post Svo. Cloth, pp. XXIV, 194. 5J.

"Dr. CusT has put his very considerable knowledge to excellent purposes

in this modest little publication. He seems most at home with the faiths

of the East, but even the most elementary of savage creeds have not

escaped him". — Pall Mall Gazette.

Oust (R. N.) — Essay on Religious Conceptions. Post

Svo. Cloth, pp. V, 148. %s.
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Cust (R. N.) — Linguistic and Oriental Essays.
Fourth Series. From i86i to 1895. Svo. pp. XXV,
634. Paper Covers. \bs., Cloth, ijs. 6d.

Dawlatshah's Lives of the Persian Poets. Edited

by Edward G. Browne, Lecturer in Persian in the

University of Cambridge. Vol. i. Tadhkiratu'sh Sh'ara.

Svo. Cloth. iBj. net.

Edkins (Joseph) — China's Place in Philology.
An Attempt to show that the Languages of Europe
and Asia have a common Origin. Demy Svo. Cloth,

pp. XXIII, 403. (Published los. 6d.) js. 6d.

Edkins (Joseph) — Introduction to the Study
of the Chinese Characters. Royal 8vo. Boards,

pp. XIX, 211, loi. (Published lis.) 12s. 6d.

Edkins (Joseph) — Nirvana of the Northern
Buddhists. Svo. pp. 21. Reprint. 6d.

Edkins (Joseph) — Chinese Architecture. Con-
tents. — I. Classical Style. — 2. Post-Confucian

Style. — 3. Buddhist Style. — 4. Modern Style. Svo.

pp. 36. IS.

Edkins (Joseph) — Chinese Currency. Roy. 8vo.

pp. 29. i^.

Edkins (Joseph) — Ancient Symbolism among
the Chinese. Cr. Svo. pp. 26. 6d.

Efes Damim. — A Series of Conversations at Jeru-
salem between a Patriarch of the Greek Church and
a Chief Rabbi of the Jews, concerning the Malicious-

Charge against the Jews of using Christian Blood. By
J. B. Levinsohn. Translated from the Hebrew by
Dr. L. Loewe. Roy. Svo. Cloth, pp. XVI, 208. (Pu-
blished 8j.) Reduced Price 2s. 6d.

Eitel (E. J.) — Europe in China. The History
of Hongkong. From the Beginning to the year 1882.
Svo. Cloth, pp. VII, 575. With Index. 15^. net.

"His work rises considerably above tlie level commonly attained by-

colonial histories written from a colonial point of view". — Times.
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"His painstaking volume is really a detailed history of the colony
and of the adminstration of successive governors from 1 841 down to the
present day". — Daily Telegraph.

"This is an interesting book. The subject is full of matter, and Dr.
EiTEL has, as a rule, treated it successfully. — Athenaum.

"....The student will find Dr. Eitel's book a very storehouse of
information .... has told it with a mastery of fact that vouches for his
industry and perseverance". — Saturday Review.

Gladstone (Right Hon. W. E.) — Archaic Greece
and the East. 8vo. pp. 32. is.

Gribble (J. D. B.) — A History of the Deccan.
With numerous Illustrations, Plates, Portraits, Maps
and Plans. Vol. I. Roy. 8vo. Cloth. 21J.

„In a style easy and pleasant the author tells the story of the Moham-
medan occupation of the Deccan .... the general style of the book and
the admirable photographs and drawings with which it is enriched
leave nothing to be desired". — Athenaium.

"Mr. J. D. B. Gribble has accomplished a difficult task. He has

constructed from original materials a continuous narrative of one of the

most confused periods of Indian history. He has also presented it with

a lucidity of style which will go far to render it acceptable to the reading

public .... The book is illustrated by a number of interesting reproduc-

tions of scenery and architecture ia Southern India. These and the

maps, plans, and clear genealogical tables reflect credit both upon the

author and the publisher". — Times.

"Mr. Gribble has brought great industry and knowledge of the counti^

to this compilation .... The work is of some historical importance". —
Saturday Review.

Gray (James). See Buddhaghosuppatti.

Gray (James). See Jinalankara.

Guide to the Dutch East Indies. By Dr. J. F; van

Bemmelen and G. B. HOOYER. Trans, from the Dutch

by the Rev. B. J. Berrington B.A., with 16 Plates,

13 Maps and Plans, and a copious index. Sm. 8vo.

pp. 202. IS. 6d.

"For any one going in that direction this remarkably complete little

work is indispensable". — Pall Mall Gazette.

"The guide book omits nothing needed by the traveller. It describes

the necessary outfit, customs afloat and ashore, mode of living, how to dress,

how often to bathe, who to tip, and how much". — The Shipping World.
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Guirandon (F. G. de) — Manuel de la langue foule,

parl^e dans la S^n^gambie et le Soudan. Grammaire
textes, vocabulaire. 8vo. Cloth, pp. 144. 6s.

Halcombe (Charles J. H.) — The Mystic Flowery-
Land. A Personal Narrative. By Charles J. H.
Halcombe. Late of Imperial Customs. China, 8vo.

Cloth, gilt. pp. 226. i6j.

"This valuable and handsome volume contains thirty long chapters,

a frontispiece of the Author and his wife — the latter in her Oriental

costume — numerous fine reproductions from photographs, and several

beautiful coloured pictures representing many scenes and phases of

Chinese life, etchings and comprehensive notes by the Author.

"His pages are full of incident and his narrative often vivid and

vigorous". — Times,

"The illustrations are good and numerous. Many are facsimiles of

coloured Chinese drawings showing various industrial occupations: others

are photogravures representing buildings and scenery". — Morning Post.

"Handsomely attired in red, yellow and gold, with Chinese characters

to give further appropriateness to the outer garb, is this volume of

freely illustrated personal experience in China .... Mr. Halcombe gives

a graphic description of places and peoples, with their manners and

customs". — Liverpool Courier.

"The illustrations are all good, and the Chinese pictures reproduced

in colours interesting. We have not seen any of them before". —
Westminster Review.

Hansei Zasshi. Monthly. Vol. I—XII. (Vol. XIII in

progress). Annual subscription. 6s.

Hardy (R. Spence) — The Legends and theories
of the Buddhists. Compared with History and
Science. 8vo. Cloth, pp. 244. js. 6d.

Hariri. — The Assemblies of al Hariri. Translated from
the Arabic with an Introduction and notes, Historical

and Grammatical, by T?l. Chenery and F. SXEIN-
GASS. With Preface and Index, by F. F. Arbuthnot,
2 Vols. Svo. Cloth, pp. X, 540 and XI, 395. £ i.ios.

Harper (Robert Francis) — Assyrian and Ba-
bylonian Letters, belonging to the K. Collection

of the British Museum. By ROBERT FRANCIS HARPER,
of the University of Chicago. Vols. I to IV. Post Svo.
Cloth. Price of each Vol. £ i. 5J. net.

"The Assyriologist, will welcome them with gratitude, for they offer
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him a mass of new material which has been carefully copied and well
printed, and which cannot fail to yield important results." — AthencBum

.

"The book is well printed, and it is a pleasure to read the texts

given in it, with their large type and ample margin." — Academy.

Hebraica. — A Quarterly Journal in the Interests

of Semitic Study. Edited by WlLLiAM R. Harper
and the Staff of the Semitic Department of the Uni-
versity of Chicago. Vol. I—XL PubHshed quarterly.

Annual Subscription. \\s.

See American Journal of Semitic Languages, etc.

India. (The Native States of). See : Chakrabarti.

India. (The Armenians in). See: Seth.

Indian Antiquary (The) — A Journal of Oriental

Research in Archaeology, Epigraphy, etc. etc. Edited
by R. C. Temple. Vol. I—XXVI. (Vol. XXVII in

progress). Annual Subscription, £ i. \6s.

Indian Terms. (A Glossary of). See: Temple.

Indian Wisdom. See: Monier-Williams.

Jastrow's Dictionary of the Targumim, the Tal-

mud Babli and Yerushalmi, and the Midrashic Lite-

rature. Compiled by M. Jastrow, Ph. D. Parts I to

IX. 4to. pp. 480. i)S. each Part.

"This is the only Talmudic dictionary in English, and all students

should subscribe to it. The merits of this worli are now too well known
to need repetition." — Jewish Chronicle.

Jinalankara or "Embellishments of Buddha", by
Buddharakkhita. Edited with Introduction, Notes and
Translation, by James Gray. Two Parts in one. Demy
8vo. Cloth. 6s.

"The commendable care with which the volume has been prepared

for the use of students is evident thi-oughout its pages. — Alhentsum.

Johnson (Capt. F. N). — The Seven Poems etc.

See: Muallakat.

Johnston (C.) Useful Sanskrit Nouns and Verbs.
In English Letters. Compiled by CHARLES JOHNSTON,
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Bengal Civil Service, Dublin University Sanskrit Pri-

zeman, India Civil Service Sanskrit Prizeman. Small

4to. Boards, pp. 30. 2j. 6d.

Johnston (C) — The Awakening to the Self.

Translated from the Sanskrit of Shankara the Master.

Oblong 8vo. Paper covers. 2s.

Journal of the Buddhist Text Society of India.
Edited by Sarat Candra Das , C. J. E. Vols. I to IV.

8vo. Calcutta, 1893— 1897. £ i. 10s.

Messrs. Luzac & Co. are the English agents for the above and can

supply the Continuation. Snb'scription. io.«. each Vol.

Judson (A.) — English-Burmese Dictionary.
Fourth Edition. Royal 8vo. Half bound, pp. 1752.

£ I. 12s.

Judson (A.) — Burmese-English Dictionary. Re-
vised and enlarged by ROBERT C. Stevenson. Royal
8vo. Paper covers, pp. 1192.

Kathakoqa. See Tawney.

King (Leonard W.) — Babylonian Magic and
Sorcery. Being "The Prayers of the Lifting of the
Hand". The Cuneiform Texts of a Group of Baby-
lonian and Assyrian Incantations and magical For-
mulae, edited with Transliterations, Translations, and
full Vocabulary from Tablets of the Kuyunjik Collec-

tion preserved in the British Museum. By LEONARD
W. King, M. A., Assistant in the Department of
Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities, British Museum.
Roy. 8vo. Cloth. iBj. net.

"We cannot pretend to form an adequate judgment of the merits of
Mr. King's work, but it is manifestly conceived and executed in a very
scholarly spirit." — Times.

"Mr. King's book, will, we believe be of great use to all students of
Mesopotamiau religions, and it marks an era in Assyriological studies in

England. ... A word of special praise is due to Mr. King for the ex-
cellence of his autograph plates of text." — Atlunmim.

"The work will be found a valuable addition to our knowledge of
Babylonian history, and to the study of comparative philology."

Morning Post.
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King, L. W. See: Luzac's Semitic Text and
Translation Series, Vols. II, IV and VI.

Kittel (Rev. F.) — A Kannada-English Dictio-
nary. By Rev. F. KiTTEL, B. G. E. M. Royal 8vo.

Half-Bound, pp. L. 1725. £ i. I2J.

Korean Repository. Vols. I to III. Annual Subscri p-

tion 15J. Post free.

Land (J. P. N.) — The Principles of Hebrew
Grammar. By J. P. N. Land, Professor of Logic,

and Metaphysics in the University of Leyden. Trans-

lated from the Dutch by Reginald Lane Poole,
Balliol College, Oxford. Demy 8vo. Cloth, pp. XX,
219 (Published /j. 6d.) Reduced price 5^-.

Lives of the Persian Poets Series. See Daw-
latshah.

Loewe (L.) — A Dictionary of the Circassian
Language. In two Parts. English—Circassian—Tur-

kish, and Circassian—English—Turkish. 8vo. Cloth.

(Published 2\s.) Reduced price 6s.

Loewe (L.) Efes Damim. See: Efes.

Luzac's Oriental List. — Containing Notes and News
on, and a Bibliographical List of all new Publications

on Africa and the East. Published Monthly. Annual
Subscription, y. Vols. I to VIII (1890— 1897) are still

to be had (with Index, half-bound), at £2. 15^.

Vols. I to IV are nearly out of print and can only be sold in the set.

Vols V to VIII are still to be had at 5j. each vol.

"It deserves the support of Oriental students. Besides the catalogue

of new books published in England, on the Continent, in the East, and

in America, it gives, under the heading of "Notes and News" details

about important Oriental works, which are both more full and more

careful than anything of the sort to be found elsewhere." — Academy.

"A bibliographical monthly publication which should be better known."
The Record.

Luzac's Semitic Text and Translation Series.

Vol. I: See: Budge.
Vol. II. The Letters and Despatches of Hammurabi king of Babylon

about B. C. 2250, to Sin-idinnam, King of Larsa, together with other
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royal and official coiTespondence of the same period: the CuDeiform
texts edited with an Introduction and short descriptions by L. W. King,
M. A.

This volume will contain about loo letters relating to a variety of

official subjects, and their contents are of great importance for the study

of the history of Babylonia, Elam and the neighbouring districts about
the time of the patriarch Abraham. These letters reveal the system by
which Hammurabi maintained his rule in the remote provinces of his

newly acquired empire, and contain some of the orders and directions

which he issued for the movements of troops, for the building of

canals and waterways, for the food-supply of his capital, and for the

regulation of legal tribunals. The letters of Hammurabi are the oldest

Babylonian despatches extant. — Ready in Jtme.

Vol. III. The History of the Blessed Lady Mary the Virgin, and the

History of the Image of Christ, which the men of Tiberias made to

mock at; the Syriac text edited, with an English translation, by E. A.
Wallis Budge, Litt. D., D. Lit., etc. — Ready in October.

This Life of the Virgin is the fullest known to exist in Syriac, and
varies in many important particulars from the versions of which frag-

ments have already been published. The Life has been copied from an
ancient Nestorian MS., to the text of which have been added all the va-

riants found in the XVIth centuiy MS. in the possession of the Royal
Asiatic Society of Great Britain.

Vol. IV. The Letters and Despatches of Hammurabi together with
other official and private correspondence of the same period, by L. W.
King, M. A.

This volume will contain a number of transliterations and translations

of the texts of the loo letters and despatches which are printed in vo-
lume 2; to these will be added indexes of proper names etc. and a

List of Characters. An attempt will be made to give a description of

the circumstances under which these letters were written, and short

notes on points of grammar, history, etc. will be added. •

—

In the Press.

Vol. V. The History of Rabban Hormizd by M5.r Simon, the disciple

of Mar YozMhak; the Syriac text edited, with an English translation

by E. A. Wallis Budge, Litt. D., D. Lit., etc.

The text describes the life of this famous Nestorian anchorite, the
building of his monastery, and the struggle which went on in the Vllth
century between the rival sects of Jacobites and Nestorians in Mesopotamia.
This prose version of the life of Rabban Hormizd is, probably, the
source from which the metrical versions were drawn ; and it is of great
importance for the study of the second great development of monasti-
cism in Mesopotamia. — In the Press.

Vol. VI. Babylonian Private Letters written during the period of the
Tirst Dynasty of Babylon ; the Cuneiform texts edited with Introduction
and short descriptions by L. W. King, M. A.

This volume will contain about 200 letters of a private nature which
reveal the social condition of the country and incidentally throw much
light upon the civilization of the period. From grammatical and lexi-
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cographical points of view these texts are of considerable importance

,

for they afford numerous examples of unusual words and forms of ex-
pression. — /» the Press.

Vol. VII. The Life of Rabban Bar-Idta by John his disciple; The
Syrac text edited, with an English translation, by E. A. Wai-LIS Budge,
Litt. D., D. Lit., etc.

Bar-Idta was the founder of a famous rule and monastery in Meso-
potamia in the Vllth century, and the author of a verv valuable work
on monastic history which is quoted with respect by Thomas, Bishop
of Marga. He was a contemporary of Babhai of Mount IzlS, and of
Jacob of Beth Abbe.

Volumes 5, 6, and 7 will, it is hoped be ready early next year.

Macnaghten (Sir W. Hay) — Principle ofHindu
and Mohammedan Law. Republished from the
Principles and Precedences of the same. Edited by
the late H. H. WiLSON. 8vo. Cloth, pp. 240. 6s.

Margoliputh (D. S.) — Arabic Papyri of the
Bodleian Library reproduced by the Collotype
Process. With Transcription and Translation. Text in

4to. pp. 7 and 2 Facsimiles in large folio. 5^.

Mar^oliouth (D. S.) — Chrestomathia Baida-
wiana. The Commentary of El-Baidawi on Sura III.

Translated and explained for the Use of Students of
Arabic. By D. S. Margoliouth, M. A., Laudian
Professor of Arabic in the University of Oxford, etc.

etc. Post 8vo. Cloth. 12s.

"The book is as scholarly as it is useful. Of particular importance are

the numerous grammatical annotations which give the beginner an in-

sight into the method of the Arabic national grammarians, and which
form an excellent preparatory study for the perusal of these works in

the original The introduction and the remarks in particular show
how well Mr. Margoliouth has mastered the immense literatures of

Moslim Tradition, Grammar and Kalalm. . . . The perusal of the book
affords pleasure from beginning to end." — Journal Royal Asiatic Society,

Mirkhond. — The Rauzat-us-Safa ; or, Garden
of Purity. Translated from the Original Persian by
E. Rehatsek; edited by F. F. Arbuthnot. Vols. I

to V. los. each Vol.

Vols. I and 2 contain : The Histories of Prophets, Kings and Khalifs.

Vols. 3 and 4 contain: The life of Muhammad the Apostle of Allah.

Vol. 5 contains : The Lives of Abit Bakr, O'mar, O'thman, and All',

the four immediate successors of Muhammad the Apostle.
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Monier-Williams (Sir Monier) — Indian Wisdom

;

or Examples of the religious, philosophical, and ethi-

cal Doctrines of the Hindus, with a brief History of

the chief Departments of Sanskrit Literature, and
some account of the past and present Condition of

India, moral and intellectual. By Sir MONIER MONIER-
WlLLlAMS, K. C. I. E., M. A., Hon. D. C. L., Oxford.
Fourth Edition, enlarged and improved. Post 8vo.

Cloth, pp. 575. £ I. IS.

"His book .... still remains indispensable for the growing public, which
seeks to learn the outline of Indian literature and thought'in a simple and
readable form. We are glad to welcome the fourth edition of this eminently
readable book." — Daily Chronicle.

"The learned professoi''s thorough mastery of his subject enables him
to deal effectively with his difficult task He omits nothing that

enters the scope of his work : he is choice in his selections and accurate

in his comments, and the result is a work as instructive and sound as

it is pleasant to read." — Asiatic Quarterly J?eview.

"For all students of the philosophy of religion, as well as for all

especially interested in Indian literature and thought, the work is one
of very great value." — Glasgow Herald.

"It is a fine volume and contains valuable additions by the author
this edition will be more than ever prized by students of Indian lore."

Scotsman.

Muallakat. — The Seven Poems suspended in
the Temple at Mecca. Translated from the Arabic.
By Capt. F. E. Johnson. With an Introduction by.
Shaikh Taizullabhai. 8vo. pp. XXIV, 238. 'js. 6d.

"This handy volume decidedly supplies a great want for those who
make a serious study of Arabic .... The grammatical, historical, geogra-
phical and other notes comments and explanations are ample and
thorough"- — Imperial and Asiatic Quarterly Review.

Miiller (F. Max) — Address delivered at the Ope-
ning of the Ninth International Congress of Orien-
talists, held in London, Sept. 5, 1892, 8vo. pp. 66.
IS. 6d.

Mystic Flowery Land. See: Halcombe.

Oriental TranslationFund (New), See : Mirkhond,
Tawney, Bana, and Hariri.
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Oudemans Jzn. (A. C.) — The Great Sea-Ser-
pent. An historical and critical Treatise. With the
Reports of 187 Appearances (including those of the
Appendix), the Suppositions and Suggestions of scien-
tific and non-scientific Persons, and the Author's Con-
clusions. With 82 Illustrations. Royal 8vo. Cloth, pp.
XV, 592. £ I. 5 J. net.

"The volume is extremely interesting" Athmaeum.

Reis Sidi Ali. The Travels and Adventures of the
Turkish Admiral. In India, Afghanistan, Central Asia
and Persia 1553—1556. Translated from the Turkish
into English with notes. By H. Vambery. — In
the Press.

Ridding (C. M.) — See: Bana's Kadambari.

Rosen (F.) — A Modern Persian Colloquial
Grammar, containing a short Grammar, Dialogues
and Extracts from Nasir Eddin Shah's Diaries, Tales,

etc. and a Vocabulary. Cr. 8vo. Cloth, pp. XIV, 400.
los. 6d,

"Dr. Rosen's learned work will be useful to all who have occasion to

go to Persia, Baluchistan, and Afghanistan. The Vocabulary will be a

boon to students, especially as it is in the same volume with the
grammar and the dialogues." — Publ. Circular.

"Very useful to students." —• Westminster Review.
"Excellent Guide to the acquisition of Persian." —• Asiatic Quarterly

Review.

Rosthorn (A. de) — On the Tea Cultivation in
Western Ssiich'uan and the Tea Trade with
Tibet via Tachienlu. 8vo. pp. 40. With Sketch
Map. 2J. net.

Ruben (Paul) — Critical Remarks upon some
Passages of the Old Testament, by Paul Ruben,
Ph. D. 4to. Cloth, pp. II. 24, 14. 3J. 6d.

"It may suffice to congratulate ourselves that a scholar of vigorous

mind and accurate philological training is devoting his leisure to a sub-

ject worthy of attention .... Very many of the notes are in a high

degree stimulating and suggestive. The get up of the book is excellent"

Academy.

"Dr. RtTBEN shows much originality, a wide knowledge of authorities,

and a true grasp of critical principles"- — jfewish Chronicle.
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Sacred Books of the Old Testament. — A cri-

tical Edition of the Hebrew Text, Printed in Colours,

with Notes. Prepared by eminent Biblical Scholars

of Europe and America. Under the editorial direction

of Paul Haupt, Professor in the John Hopkins Univ.

Baltimore. Kdition de Luxe, in 120 numbered Co-
pies only. 4to. Subscription price for the complete
Work (20 Parts), £ 20.

Prospectuses sent on application. The following Parts have alread)'

been issued:

Part I : Book of Genesis, by C.J. Ball. pp. 120. London. 1896. £ 2.

Part 3: Leviticus, by Prof. S. R. Driver, pp. 32. 1894. l6s.

Part 6: Joshua, by Prof. W. H. Bennet. pp. 32. 1895. £ i.

Part 8: Samuel, by Prof. K. Budde. pp. 100. 1894. £1. los.

Part 11: Jeremiah, by Prof. C. H. Cornill. pp. 80. 1895. £ i.

Part 14: Psalms, by J. Wellhausen, pp. 96. 1895. £ I. ioj.

Part 18 : Book of Daniel, by A. Kamphausen, 4to. pp. 44. 1896. £ i.

Part 20: Chronicles, by R. Kittel. pp. 82. 1895. £1. los.

A valuable "Edition de Luxe'' in 120 numbered copies only, and
which may be described as the most splendidly got up Hebrew work
in existence.

Each single part is numbered and signed by the editor with his own
hand. The single parts will be issued in highly elegant covers. After

the conclusion of the work a handsome binding cover will be supplied.

Sankaranarayana (P.) — English-Telugu Dicti-
onary, by P. Sankaranarayna M.A., M. R. A.S.,
Tutor to their Highnesses the Princes of Cochin. 8vo.

Cloth, pp. 61, 756, loj. 6d.

Sanskrit Phonetics, A Manual of. See: Uhlen-
beck.

Sanskrit Nouns and Verbs. See: Johnston.

Sayce (A. H.) — Address to the Assyrian Section
of the Ninth International Congress of Orientalists.

8vo. pp. 32. IS.

Sauerwein (G.) — A Pocket Dictionary of the
English and Turkish Languages. Small Svo. Cloth,
limp. pp. 298. 3J. 6d.

Scholia on passages of the Old Testament. By
Max Jacob Bishop of Edessa. Now first edited in the
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original Syriac with an English translation and notes

by G. Phillip. DD. 8vo. Paper Covers. 5^.

Seth (Mesrovb J.)
— History of the Armenians

in India. From the earliest Times to the present

Day. 8vo. Cloth, pp. XXIV, 199. ys. 6d. net.

"The subject is invested with peculiar interest at the present time by
recent events in Asia Minor .... his unpretending little work is a valuable

repertory of original information never before accessible in print and
scarcely even known to exist." — Times.

"The book is happily distinguished among the number of books I'ecently

issued concerning Armenia in that it deals strictly with fact The
volume deserves the attention of every one interested in the history of

India and of the hardly treated race which seems to flourish better there

than in its own country." — Scotsman.

"Sinnatamby". Letchimey. A Tale of Old Ceylon.

8vo. pp. Ill, 54. With Photogr. Plates and Illustra-

tions. In the Press.

Stein (M. A.) — Catalogue of the Sanskrit MSS.
in the Raghunata Temple Library of His Highness

the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir. 4to. Cloth, pp.

423. 12S.

Steele's (R.) The Discovery of Secrets, attributed

to Geber from the MS Arabic text. Bvo. \s.

Stoffel (C.) Studies in English, Written and Spoken.

For the U.se of continental Students. With Index. First

Series. Roy. Bvo. Cloth, pp. XII, 332. js. 6d.

Suhrillekha (The); or "Friendly Letter;" written

by Lung Shu (Nagarjuna), and addressed to King

Sadvaha. Translated from the Chinese Edition of

I-Tsing, by the late Rev. Samuel Beal, with the

Chinese Text. 8vo. pp. XIII, 51. Ss.

Swami Vivekananda's Addresses. See: Vive-
kananda.

Tawney (C. H.) — The Kathako9a; or Treasury
of Stories. Translated from Sanskrit Manuscripts.

With Appendix, containing Notes, by Prof. Ernst
Leumann. 8vo. Cloth, pp. XXIII, 260. los.
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Temple (G.) — A Glossary of Indian Terms relating

to Religion, Customs, Government, Land, and other

Terms and Words in Common Use. To which is added
a Glossary of Terms used in District Work in the N.
W. Provinces and Oudh., and also of those applied

to Labourers. With an Appendix giving Computation
of Time and Money, and Weights and Measures, in

British India, and Forms of Address. Roy. 8vo. Cloth,

pp. IV, 332. ys. 6d.

"The book is moderate in price and clear in print." — Athenatim.

"The book is liandy, well printed and 'vvell got up and no student of
Indian subjects should be without it." — Asiatic Quarterly Review.

"Students of Oriental travel may find something servicable iu its

pages; and those who are engaged in trade in the East Indies might
occasionally turn to the volume, with profit, if it were on the ofRce

shelf." — The Nation.

Temple (Major R. C.) — Notes on Antiquities
in Ramannadesa. (The Talaing Country of Burma.)
4to. pp. 40. With 24 Plates and a Map. i8j.

Thomas, F. W., See: Bana, Harsa Carita.

Tiele (C. P.) — Western Asia, according to the
Most Recent Discoveries. Rectorial Address on the

Occasion of the 318th Anniversary of the Leyden
Univei'sity, 8th February, 1893. Translated by ELIZA-
BETH J. Taylor. Small 8vo. Bound, pp. 36. 2j. 6d.

"An authoritative summary of the results of recent Oriental research

and discovery." — The Times.

"The address presents a graphic picture of the political situation in

Western Asia in the fifteenth and fourteenth centuries B. C."

Morning Post.

"The professor's grasp of his subject is very evident, and his deductions
from the materials commented on worthy of all attention."

Imperial and Asiatic Quarterly Review.

T'oung Pao. — Archives pour servir a 1'etude
de rhistoire, des langues, de la geographic et de
I'ethnographie de I'Asie orientale. (Chine, Japon, Coree,
Indo-Chine, Asie Centrale et Malaise.) Redigees par
MM. G. SCHLEGEL et H. CORDIER. Vol. I—VIII.
Vol. IX in progress). Annual Subscription. £ i

.
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Transactions of the Ninth International Con-
gress of Orientalists. London, 5th to 1 2th Sep-
tember, 1892.) Edited by E. Delmar Morgan. 2

Vols. Roy. 8vo. Cloth. & i. 15 j.

Vol. I. contains: Indian and Aryan Sections. £l. is.

Vol. II. contains : Semitic, Egypt and Africa, Geographical, Archaic
Greece and the East, Persia and Turkey, China, Central Asia and the

Far East, Australasia, Anthropology and Mythology Sections. £ I. is.

Uhlenbeck. (C. C). A Manual of Sanskrit Pho-
netics. In comparison with the Indogermanic mo-
ther-language, for students of Germanic and classical

philology.' 8vo. pp. 115. 6s.

Ummagga Yataka. See: Yatawara.

Usha. — The Dawn. A Vedic Periodical, edited by
Pandit Satya Vrata Samasrami. 8vo. Published monthly.
Annual subscription. £ i. is.

Valmiki. — The Ramayan of Valmiki. Translated

into English Verse, by R. T. H. Griffith, M. A.,

C. I. E. Complete in one Volume. 8vo. Cloth, pp. IX,

576. js. 6d.

Vambery, see: Reis Sidi Ali.

VivekSnanda (Swami). — Lectures delivered ui

London. Nos. i— 12. 6d. each.

Vivekananda (Swami). — Madras Lectures. 8vo.

IS. 6d.

Vizianagram Sanskrit Series. — Under the Super-

intendence of Arthur Venis, M.A., Oxon, Principal,

Sanskrit College, Benares. Different Prices.

West (Sir Raymond) — Higher Education in

India: Its Position and Claims. 8vo. pp. 61. 1892. \s.

Wildeboer (G.) — The Origin of the Canon of

of the Old Testament. An historico-critical En-

quiry. Translated by WiSNER BaqON. Edited with
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Preface by Prof. GEORGE F. MoORE. Royal 8vo.

Cloth, pp. XII, 182. 'js. 6d.

"We will only add that we cordially echo the professor's hope that

his book may not only be read by professed students but that it may
come also into the hands of such as have already left the University."

Guardian.

"The method adopted is that of historical investigation: the student

is thus enabled to see how the results of critical inquiry have been
obtained .... he accompanies a guide who is familiar with the way
which leads to them." — Academy.

"The first thing to notice is the translation. This is how a book ought
to be translated .... The book must be used, not read merely ... it is

independent, painstaking, farseelng." — Expository Times.

Winckler (H.) — The Tell-El-Amarna Letters.
Transliteration, English Translation, Vocabulary, etc.

Roy. Bvo. Cloth, pp. XLII, 416, and Registers 50
pages. £ I. I J. net.

The same. In Paper Covers. £ i.

With the Dutch in the East. See: Cool.

Wright (W.) — The Book of Jonah in four Se-

mitic versions. Chaldee, Syriac, Aethiopic and Arabic-
With corresponding glossaries. Bvo. Cloth, pp. 148. 4.?.

Wynkoop (J. D.) — Manual of Hebrew Syntax.
Translated from the Dutch by C. VAN DEN BlESEN.
8vo. Cloth, pp. XXII, 152 and Index. 2s. 6d. net.

"It is a book, which every Hebrew student should possess,.... we
recommend it for general usefulness, and thank Dr. van den Biesen for

giving it to the English reader." — Jewish World.

"It is one of those books which will become indispensable to the English
student who will desire to become acquainted with the construction of

Hebrew syntax .... this takes a high rank and will undoubtedly become
a general text book on the subject in many colleges and universities."

American Hebrew News.

W^ynkoop (J. D.) — Hebrew Grammar. Trans-
lated from the Dutch by C. VAN DEN BiESEN. 8vo.
Cloth. 2J. 6d. net.

Yatawara (J. B.) — The Ummaga Yataka, trans-
lated into English. In the Press.
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£ I 13J. dd.

Buddha Gaya; the Hermitage of Sakya Muni. By Rajendralal Mitra.

1878. £3.
Burmese, Tables for the Transliteration of, into English. 1896. is.
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of the Arabic MSS. in the India Office Library. By O. Loth.
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Durga puja. By Pratapa Chandra Ghosha. 1871. 6s.

English-Sanskrit Dictionary. By Sir M. Monier-Williams, K. C. I. E.
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Forest Working Plans. By W. E. D'Arcy. (Second edition). 1892. is. 6d.
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Geological Survey Department Publications.

Glossary of Indian Terms. By H. H. Wilson. 1855. £1 10s.

Hastings, Warren, Selections from the Records of the Foreign Depart-

ment relating to the Administration of. Edited by

G. W. Forrest, B. A. (3 vols.) 1890. 16s.

„ „ The Administration of. (A reprint of the Introduction

to the foregoing.) By G. W. Forrest, B. A. 1892.

Ss. 6d.

India Qffice Marine Records, List of. 1896. 5j.

Kachin Language, Handbook of the. By H. F. Hertz. 1895. is.
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Lansdowne, Lord, The Administration of. By G. W. Forrest, B. A,
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Manual of Hydraulics. By Captain H. D. Love, R. E. 1890. ^s.

Marathl Dictionary. By J. T. Molesvforth. 1857. i6s.

Marathi Grammar. By the Rev. Ganpatrao R. Navalkar. (Third edition.)

1894. 10s. 6d.

Meteorological Department Publications.

Muntakhabat-i-Urdu. (Second edition.) 1887. is. lod.

Mutiny, the Indian, Selections from the Records of the Military De-
partment relating to. Edited by G. W. Forrest, B. A. Vol. I. 1893.

12s. 6d.

North-East Frontier of Bengal, Relations of the Government with the

Hill Tribes of the. By Sir Alexander Mackenzie, K. C. S. I. 1884.

6s. 6d.

North-West Provinces Gazetteer:

I. Bundelkhand, 1874. 8s. 6d. — II. Meerut Part. I. 1875. 6j. 6;/.

—
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Paintings, &c. in the India Office, Descriptive Catalogue of. By W.
Forster. 1893. is.

Prakrita Prakasa. By E. B. Cowell. 1854. qs.

Prem Sagar. By E. B. Eastwick. 1851. 15^.
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Index to ditto. £ 2 5^.

Rigveda Translations. By H. H. Wilson. Vols I, III and IV. 1850—
66. 1 3 J. 6d. per volume.

Vols. V and VL 1888. i8s. per volume.

Sanskrltt MSS. in S. India, First and Second Reports on. By Dr.
Hultzsch. 1895—96. IS. 8d. each.

Scientific Memoirs by Medical Officers of the Indian Army:
Part I. 1885. 2s. 6d. — Part II. 1887. 2s. 6d. — Part III. 1888.
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LUZAC'S ORIENTAL LIST.

NOTICE TO OUR READERS.

With this number we enter upon the eighth year of

the publication of our « Oriental List." Four years

ago in the first number of our fourth volume we
thanked our readers for the generous support we had
received from various quarters, including some flatte-

ring notices in our contemporaries referring to the

value of our «List", and we now tender our thanks
to an extended circle of readers. Within recent years

the number of works on oriental subjects has incre-

ased enormously, and our «List" was started with

the object of furnishing a record of such works which
should be published at regular intervals. Our aim has

therefore been to give each month a complete list of

oriental books published in England, on the Conti-

nent, in the East and in America, while under the

heading « Notes and News" we have endeavoured to

give a faithful account of the progress made during

the month in the various branches of oriental leai^-

ning, literature and archaeology. The encouragement
we have continuously received from the beginning of

the undertaking emboldens us to believe that the

«List" has really supplied a want on the part of those

who from taste or profession are interested in the

languages , literatures and antiquities of the East

,

and we therefore venture to appeal to our readers

who are in the habit of consulting our «List" when
making out their orders to send them to us direct.

London, Jan. '98. LUZAC & Co.
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